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CHAPTER 1

I.NTRODucTION

In recent years, the potential for the development of high speed rail corridors has become an
increasingly important element of long-range transportation plans in North America for intercity
and interregional travel. The continued growth in the demand for intercity travel, coupled with
the increasing congestion and costs associated with traditional forms of intercity travel (air and
auto), has resulted in a search for new ways to provide fast and effective travel between urban
areas.

High speed rail is not expected to replace air and auto travel, but rather to complement these
modes by providing a preferred alternative for trips between 150 and 400 miles in length. High
speed rail transportation is generally considered the logical choice of travel mode for the “gap”
between the most comfortable, convenient trip lengths for auto travel (0-150 miles) and air travel
(400-2000+ miles). If the volume of trips between 150 and 400 miles in length continues to
expand rapidly (possibly doubling or tripling) over the next twenty to thirty years, regional travel
will replace urban/suburban travel as the fastest growing travel market and there will be an ever
increasing need for a more effective interregional transportation system.

Because intercity and interregional travelers are more interested in “door-to-door” journey times
than a train’s maximum speed, minimum access, terminal and interchange times and maximum
frequency (convenience) and reliability are the critical elements affecting their decision as to which
travel mode to choose. High speed rail systems successfully meet these criteria for trips under
400 miles and, thus, appear to present an effective transportation option. Where high speed rail
systems have been implemented elsewhere in the world (specifically in Europe ancl Japan), they

are well used and highly regarded by the general populace. What needs to be understood is
whether high speed rail can prove as useful in a North American context and, if so, what type of
financial and institutional supports would be needed for its successful implementation.

The Tri-State Study of High Speed Rail Service has set out to answer these questions for the
corridor between Chicago, Milwaukee and Minneapolis-St. Paul. The study is the direct result of
the realization by the Minnesota, Wisconsin and Illinois Departments of Transportation that high
speed rail could considerably improve regional accessibility in eastern Minnesota, the entire state
of Wisconsin, and northern Illinois. To that end, a Tri-State “Memorandum of Understanding”
was established in 1990 for evaluating the potential for high speed rail in this corridor, and the
Consultant Team of Transportation Management Systems, Inc./Alfred Benesch & Comp~y
(TMS/Benesch) was retained in June 1990 to carry out a pre-feasibility study.

As shown in Exhibit 1.1, the study area encompassed a Southern Corridor which included
Madison, La Crosse and Rochester and a Northern Corridor which included Green Bay-Appleton,
Wausau and Eau Claire.

TMs/BENEscH 1-1



Exhibit 1.1
population of Corridor Communities and ConutiatioM (1989)

Twin Cities
Northern Corridor

2,300,000 Wauaau

GreenBay-Appleton
31O,OOO

Southern Corridor W
9

Chicago

7,300,000 L

i

Milwaukee
1,600,000

Both corridors link Chicago, which has a population of nearly 8.0 -on and is North America’s
major transportation hub, with the nearby city of Milwaukee (less than 100 miles away), which
has a population of 1.6 million. These metropolitan areas clearly have a strong affinity with each
other while maintaining their independence ~d distinctive ch=cti. Minneapolis-St. Paui, 300
miles from Milwaukee and with a population of 2.3 Won, smds sumounded on three sides by
the emptiness of the Great Plains to the west, C* to the nom, and Lake Superior and Lake
Michigan to the north and east. As a result, its population shows a strong desire for a viable
physical linkage with Chicago which sewes as its “gateway” to the rest of the U.S.

Along the Southern Corridor lie the smaller cities of Madison, Wisconsin (population of 350,000),
b Crosse, Wisconsin (population of 100,000) ~d Rochester, Minnesota (population of 100,000).
While Madison, the capital of Wisconsin, hu s~ng comections with Milwaukee, approximately
100 miles to the east, La Crosse md Rmh=~ look to Minneapolis-St. Paul for many services and
urban facilities. Madison, as a mpiti city, md Roches~, as the home of the Mayo Clinic, have
an “attractiveness” and sigtifi~= u ~vel destitions that cannot be accounted for by their
population size. In the Northern Corridor, the key population centers are Green Bay-Appleton
(population of 310,000), Wausau (pOption of 120,000), md Eau CIaire (population of 80,000).
These cities look to Milwaukee, ChicWO ad Minnqlis-St. Paul for specific sewirn and urban
facilities.
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Overall, the Tri-State Corridor is characterized by three distinctive relationships:

● The almost intra-urban Chicago-Milwaukee relationship.

Q The more typical intercity or interregional relationship of Minneapolis-St. Paul with
Chicago and Milwaukee.

● The relationship of the smaller urban areas with the nearest large city (Chicago,
Milwaukee or Minneapolis-St. Paul).

In the case of Madison and Rochester, however, the typical small city/large city relationship is
“surpassed” by their special roles as educational, political and medical care centers.

In conclusion, the demand for intercity or interregional travel in the Tri-State Corridor is
somewhat different from other proposed high speed rail corridors in North America, as the
corridor has a number of unique relationships and, thus, a higher than typical level of demand for
intercity and interregional travel.

-SE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The purpose of the Tri-State Study of High Speed Rail Service was to investigate the economic and
financial potential for constructing and operating a high speed rail system in one of two corridors
(a Northern or a Southern Corridor) between Chicago and Minneapolis-St. Paul. The specific
objectives of the study were to:

Assess three high speed rail technology options, High Speed (125 mph), Very High Speed
(185 mph) and Super Speed (300 mph).

Calibrate a demand forecasting model and estimate rail ridership and revenues.

Determine the most appropriate route and operating conditions for each technology and
route option.

Analyze potential impacts on freight rail movements.

Identify major socioeconomic, environmental and energy impacts.

Estimate the capital costs and operating and maintenance costs that would be associated
with each of the route and technology options.

Evaluate the potential financial and economic returns associated with each of the route and
technology options.

Assess the role of private and public funding of a high speed rail system in the Tri-State
Corridor.

TM.WBENESCH1-3



STUDY REPORTS

This report, the Final Report for the Tri-State Study of High Speed Rail Service, describes the
work carried out by TMS/Benesch in analyzing the potential for high speed rail in the Tri-State
Corridor. Specifically, the study provides a pre-feasibility concept assessment of the role of high
speed rail by analyzing the potential:

. Technology and route options

. Environmental constraints
● Ridership and revenue estimates
● Operating options
● Operating and maintenance costs
. Capital costs
. Financial and economic returns

This report presents a summary description of the study process, its findings, conclusions and
recommendations. In carrying out the study, TMS/Benesch prepared a series of five Technical
Reports which provide supporting documentation and analyses. The contents of the Technical
Reports are described in Exhibit 1.2.

TM!YBENESCH 1-4



Exhibit 1.2
Technical Reports Prepared for the Tri-State Study’)

Report
Number DescriIJtion of Contents

1 Finalized Study Plan

Review and assessment of available demand forecasting data (including socioeconomic data, origin-
destination data and network data), engineering route data, rail technology data, and unit cost data
for the infrastructure and operating and maintenance cost estimates, environmental data, and data for
the economic and financial analyses

Zone system and network selection

2

3

4

5

Demand data bank for origindestination data, network data and socioeconomic data

COMPASS(C)Model System

Train performance data base

Track inspection data base

Data base for infrastructure unit costs

Data base for operating and maintenance unit costs

Route engineering. analysis

Environmental constraints analysis

Comparative engineering and environmental evaluation

Attitudinal Survey including the Trade-Off Analysis

Calibration of LOCOMOTION” Train Performance Calculator

Railroad and competitive modes strategies

Calibration of the COMPASS(’) Model including database development pursuant to calibmtion

Generalized cost elasticities

Economic scenarios including historical growth trends and base case forecasts

Ridership forecasts and revenue projections

Operating plan including train running times and projected timetables and fleet requirements

Operating and maintenance cost estimates

Infrastructure and capital cost estimates

(1) Technical ~eport~~an be reviewed at: I[[inati Department of Trampormtian, Bureau of Railroadr, @e Of pfanning &

programming, 23LW South Dirkren Parkway, Springfield, Illinois 62764; Minnesota Department of Trampartation, @ice of

Raikoads & Waten+qs. Program ManagernemDitiwn, 395 John Irebd Boulevard, St. Paul, Minnesota 55155; and
Wuconsin Department of Transportation, Policy Analysis & Information Section, Diviswn of Planning & Budge:,

4802 Shebaygan Avenue, P. O. Box 7913, Madison, Wsconsin 53707-7913.
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CHAPTER 2

RAIL‘l%CHNOLOGY

Rail technology is in a state of continual evolution as the requirement for improved intercity
transportation has resulted in extensive research and development programs by European, Japanese
and North American manufacturers. In North America, much of the emphasis has been placed on
rail freight transportation but, elsewhere, every aspect of rail passenger transportation from motive
power, to passenger cars, signaling and communications systems, and track infrastructure is

continually under development and refinement. Even during the course of this six-month study,
two major technological advances were announced: the introduction of the Swedish Railroad’s X2
tilt technology and the commencement of the construction of the first sixty miles of the Japanese
superconducting magnetic levitation system between Tokyo and Osaka at a cost of 345 billion yen
($2.6 billion).

For purposes of this study, three generic technologies were considered:

● High Speed Maximum commercial speed of 125 mph
. Very High Speed Maximum commercial speed of 185 mph
. Super Speed Maximum commercial speed of 300 mph

Commercial speed is defined as the timetable speed or actual speed a technology is capable of
achieving on a given route under “red-world” operating conditions, including cumes, bridges,
gradients, station stops and other speed restrictions. Design speed, on the other hand, is the “top”

speed a technology can achieve under ideal operating conditions.

For each generic technology, detailed data were obtained from operators, equipment suppliers and
published sources on vehicle dimensions, performance capabilities, type of propulsion,
characteristics of track and related infrastructure.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HIGH SPEED (125 MPH) TECHNOLOGY

High Speed passenger rail service capable of providing a commercial speed of 125 mph is widely
available throughout the world and is generally the result of a progressive upgrading of existing

technologies, systems and infrastructure. There are three dominant propulsion systems associated
with this conventional steel-wheel-on-steel-rail technology:

● Diesel-Electric Propulsion

Diesel-electric propulsion is characterized by well known, highly reliable technology.
Typically, in high speed applications, one or more locomotives work in consist to provide
the required power level. The diesel engine drives a three-phase alternating current
generator. The electric power generated is, in turn, fed to the traction motors.

Applications of this technology include the British Rail HST and the Australian XPT,
which have maximum commercial speeds of 125 mph and 100 mph respectively.

TMS/BENESCH 2-1



● Turbine-E1ectric Propukion

Similar to diesel-electric technology, on-board gas turbines are used to drive a three-phase
alternating current generator whose output is fed to the traction motors. The primary
advantage of the turbine technology is the considerable increase in the power-to-weight
ratio over diesel engines and hence the potential for increases in speed. However, fuel
consumption and maintenance requirements are high. In the early 1970’s, France became
the pioneer in gas turbine traction and experimented with direct-drive turbines using
hydraulic transmission.

Applications of this technology include the prototype of the Advanced Passenger Train
(APT) in Great Britain, the prototype of the Train ?iGrande Vitesse (TGV-001) in France,
and the Turboliners used by Amtrak on the Albany-New York Corridor.

. E1ectrifkation

Using overhead catenaries to transmit traction power directly to the locomotives,
electrification permits a further increase in the power-to-weight ratio and hence greater
potential for increased speeds. Trains in this category have commercial speeds that range
from 100 mph to 125 mph depending on the specific routes over which the equipment is
operated. The primary disadvantage of electrification is the high capital expenditure
required for power transmission facilities.

Commercial applications of this technology include Amtrak’s 125 mph AEM7 service
between Washington, D.C. and New York City; Germany’s 100 mph intercity express
train service; and, most recently, Sweden’s electric X2 train which, with the help of
active body tilting, can operate at speeds exceeding 125 mph.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VERY HIGH SPEED (185MPH) TECHNOLOGY

Commercial intercity passenger service at a 185 mph commercial speed is a recent development,
and is the result of a significant research and development investment by Japan and a few countries
in Europe that have made a commitment to implementing their respective technologies over their
national networks. The equipment for Very High Speed operations is based on steel-wheel-on-
steel-rail technology, but uses electric traction with overhead power distribution. Rail operations
at 185 mph generally require dedicated, grade-separated rights-of-way and are developed as fully
integrated systems.

There are currently three operational systems in commercial use:

● The Japanese Shinkansen or “Bullet Train” which operates between Tokyo and Osaka,
a distance of 310 miles, at a maximum commercial speed of 160 mph.

● The French TGV-Atlantique which provides service between Paris and LeMans at a
commercial speed of 185 mph and, attained a maximum speed of 322 mph in a test run
in 1990.

TMNBENESCH 2-2



● The British Electra or Class 91 on the East Coast and West Coast Main Lines with a
maximum speed of 180 mph.

In addition, there is the German Intercity Experimental (ICE) Train which has attained a maximum
speed of 256 mph and is scheduled to enter commercial operation between Munich and Hamburg
in the summer of 1991

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUPERSPEED (300 MPH) TECHNOLOGY

Most technologies proposed for Super Speed passenger operations incorporate gearless traction and
therefore represent a departure from traditional steel-wheel-on-steel-rail technologies. These
technologies, which incorporate magnetic levitation (maglev), are propelled by linear induction.
Magiev requires a totally dedicated guideway, which is usually envisioned as being elevated to
physically separate it from its surroundings.

There are currently no commercial maglev systems in operation. However, both Germany and
Japan have announced that they will have systems in commercial operation by 1998. German
research has focused almost exclusively on attraction-type systems (the Transrapid). Japanese
research efforts have encompassed both alternative means of magnetic levitation: Japan Airlines
with its HSST, which is based on attraction-type levitation and Japan National Railways’
development of superconducting repulsion-type systems.

TECHNOLOGIES SELECTEDFOR STUDY ANALYSIS

To effectively represent the technology characteristics of the High Speed (125 mph), Very High
Speed (185 mph) and Super Speed (300 mph) technologies, it was necessary to identify specific
systems that could be used in the Tri-State Study to characterize the performance of that group of
technologies. In the case of the High Speed and Very High Speed technologies, there are obvious
candidates in terms of well proven technologies. For the Super Speed option, there is no proven
technology, only prototype German and Japanese technology.

For the study analysis, the following systems were selected to represent the High Speed, Very
High Speed and Super Speed technology options:

● High Speed 125 mph British Railways HST
. Very High Speed 185 mph French Railways TGV-Atlantique
. Super Speed 300 mph Japanese MLU or Linear Express (superconducting)

The design specifications for the selected technology options are compared with those of Amtrak
in Exhibit 2.1.
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Exhibit 2.1
Technology Specifications for the 125 mph, 185 mph
and 300 mph Technology Options Compared with Amtrak(l)

Consist(z)

Motive Power

Power Car/Locomotive Weight (tons)

Msximum Axle Losd (tons)

Buff Strength (tons)

Maximum Design Speed (mph)

Maximum Commercial Speed (mph)

Typical Commercisi Speed (mph)

Seating Capacity (per cosch)

Amtrsk

1+8

25 KV60HZ
electric

100

19

268

125

120

100

84

125 moh

2 + 718

12-cylinder
diesel

70 each

17

200

125

125

100

48172°)

185 muh

2+8

25 KV50HZ
electric

70.9 each

16.5

200

185

185

160

38/80(3)

300 mDh

2-car unit

Superconducting
magnetic levitation

—

300

300

200

96

(IJ

f?)

(3)

North EastCorriabr.

For the ~hree steei-wheekn-steei-rail technologies, lhejirst number indicatesthe number of locomotives in the comut and the
second nutnber, the number of passenger cars.

Number of seats in a given car depends upon whether u b a frst classlsecond class car.

HIGH SPEED TECHNOLOGY OPTION

For the High Speed or 125 mph technology option, the most outstanding system is undoubtedly
the British HST which, since its introduction in 1975, has been the backbone of British Railway’s
intercity network. With a high-speed, 12-cylinder Paxman diesel engine, the HST has produced
over 200,000 miles of passenger service a year at average commercial speeds of 100 mph. With
low axle weights and the ability to pull 7 to 10 cars, the technology has exceeded the expectations
of its producers with respect to low track maintenance costs and the market appeal of riding the
train. The 125 mph technology is a low-cost option as it requires no electrification and limited
grade-separated crossings. The major limitation of the technology is that, because it is operating
at peak performance in terms of speed and miles operated per year, the maintenance costs and life
cycle costs for the two lightweight power packs are high in relation to comparable electric traction.

VERY HIGH SPEED TECHNOLOGY OPTION

At increased speeds and certainly at 185 mph, electric traction provides the only real ste.el-wheel-
on-steel-rail alternative for Very High Speed rail operations. The French TGV-Atlantique is
undoubtedly the most effective candidate for this technology option, having set the world record
of 320 mph (515.3 kph) in a test run in May 1990. The TGV system has the same lightweight
characteristics as the British HST, with a maximum axle load of 16.5 tons and life cycle costs
which are not substantially greater than those of 125 mph electric train systems. Given the ability
of electic power packs to be upgraded for increased speed without major redesign, it is not
surprising that the second generation of the TGV, the TGV-Atlantique, was able to easily provide
a 185 mph commercial speed since its introduction on the Paris-LeMans route in 1989. While new
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German, Italian, Japanese, Swedish and British technology is under development or currently
entering service, the French TGV is the only proven system capable of maintaining a commercial
speed of 185 mph.

SUPERSPEEDTECHNOLOGY OPTION

With respect to the Super Speed (300 mph) or maglev technology option, both Germany and Japan
have been working on the development of maglev technology for the past twenty years. At least
two different forms of traction systems, superconducting and electromagnetic, are under
investigation. The superconducting systems have powerful, lightweight magnets mounted on the
vehicles, which produce levitation, propulsion and guidance by interacting with a metal track,
usually aluminum, that is attached to an at-grade or elevated track structure. The electromagnetic
systems have electromagnets along both sides of the vehicle as well as along the track. The
electromagnets along the track are typically attached to the underside of the track structure and
levitation, propulsion and guidance are generated from the “attractiveness” of the electromagnets
on the vehicles and the track.

In terms of performance and costs, the electromagnetic systems appear to have a number of
disadvantages. Because the electromagnets have an iron core, the magnets on the vehicles and on
the track are very heavy. To minimize the impact of the vehicle weight on power requirements,
the electromagnetic gap is kept as small as possible (3/8ths of an inch compared with 4 inches for
the superconducting system). As a result, the electromagnetic system is inherently unstable when
compared with superconducting levitation, and requires expensive, sophisticated control systems
to monitor the gap between the vehicle and the track. In addition, the guideway support
requirements of the electromagnetic system (and its construction costs) are significantly greater
than those for the superconducting system. Moreover, the German electromagnetic system is
purported to be capable of achieving a commercial speed of 250mph, compared to 300 mph for
the Japanese superconducting.

Given the decision of the Japanese to proceed with the Tokyo-Osaka project, which means that the
superconducting maglev system will be the first in commercial service, that technology was
selected as the most appropriate for the Tri-State Study.

TECHNOLOGY Issms

With respect to the introduction of the 125 mph and 185 mph technologies in the Tri-State
Corridor, a number of issues must be considered because of the requirement for interworking with
existing freight operations.

The first technology issue concerns buff strength, which is the level of head-on impact force that
a rail vehicle can withstand and not buckle or crumple. The Federal Railroad Administration
(FRA) regulations call for an end load strength of 400 tons for locomotives; if the train has less
than six cars, this regulation does not apply. The FRA does not have a buff strength regulation
for cars; instead, the American Association of Railroads (AAR) has a recommended standard of
400 tons which the railroad industry generally complies with. The FRA regulation/AAR standard
of 400 tons is nearly twice the European Union kternational du Chemin de Fer standard of 200
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metric tons used by both the French and British technologies. While the European standard is
lower because of the reduced size of its freight trains, it shouid be noted that waivers are granted
on a regular basis by the FRA. The FRA can grant a waiver if it determines that a system is safe
to operate with a lower buff load. For example, the AEM7’s used on Amtralc’s North East
Corridor have a buff load of 268 tons.

For purposes of the Tri-State Study, the assumption was made that a buff strength of 400 tons
would be complied with for the 125 mph and 185 mph technologies (with no loss of performance),
or a waiver would be granted for the buff strength requirement. In other words, either the
European technology would be redesigned to the meet the FR.A regulation, or the regulation
waived to take account of recent advances in locomotive design.

The second technology issue concerns the differences in certain design criteria used in Europe,
Japan and North America. It is assumed that, for the 125 mph and 185 mph technologies, design
issues such as coupling height, electrical systems, braking standards, noise and diesel emissions,
equipment needs (for example, hand rails and hand brakes) and heating and cooling systems can
all be accommodated. In this regard, when the British HST was redesigned as the XFT for
Australian conditions (which are close to those of North America in terms of operating conditions
and climate), there were no major design problems despite the combination of high speed
technology with a freight environment that is similar to North America’s.

In the case of the maglev technology, it was assumed for study purposes that, since maglev is a
new technology and not a “conventional” rail technology, a new set of regulations would be
defined for the technology.

TM!YBENESCH 2-6



CHA= 3

ROUTES

The Tri-State Steering Committee established two corridors, shown in Exhibit 3.1, to be studied
in order to determine the feasibility of high speed rail between Chicago, Milwaukee and
Minneapolis-St. Paul: the Southern Corridor (Chicago-Milwaukee-Madison-La Crosse-Winona-
Rochester-Minneapolis/St. Paul) and the Northern Corridor (Chicago-Milwaukee-Appleton- Green
Bay-Wausau-Eau Claire-Minneapolis/St. Paul).

The existing Amtrak route in the Southern Corridor was selected for the High Speed technology
option in order to determine the feasibility of upgrading Amtrak service to 125 mph service. The
identification of route options within the two corridors for the Very High Speed (185 mph) and
Super Speed (300 mph) technologies was based on the following four objectives:

● Minimizing travel time between the major cities to be served.

The routes were to be as direct as possible and curves limited to zero degrees and twenty
minutes so that the route would be able to accommodate either the Very High Speed
(185 mph) or the Super Speed (300 mph) technology.

s Minimizing the impact of the rail system on the natural topography and, conversely, the
impact of topography on the rail system.

High speed trains for optimum efficiency require a gradient of three percent or less so,
in order to maximize speeds and minimize construction costs, large topographic features
were to be avoided wherever possible. Because railroads have historically chosen the best
vertical alignments between cities, an effort was made to stay near existing or former rail
lines.

● Maximizing regional accessibility.

To ensure the highest level of service, the rail routes were to connect to as many
population centers as reasonable given the need to minimize travel times, capital costs,
and operating and maintenance costs. Each route was to have a station in downtown
Chicago, Milwaukee and Minneapolis-St. Paul, and additional stations at suitable locations
along the route.

. Minimizing the impact of the construction and operation of high speed trains on the
environment.

Wetlands, wildlife preserves and areas of known or suspected historical and archeological
resources were to be avoided wherever possible.
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Exhibit 3.1
Northern and Southern Corridors
Tri-State Study of High Speed Rail Service

<Minneapoiis- ---
St. Paul
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ROUTESSELECTED FOR ANALYSIS

Based on the objectives outlined above, three routes in the Southern Corridor and four routes in
the Northern Corridor were selected for analysis:

● Southern Corridor Route #1: Existing Amtrak Route
Route #2: South Route (Columbus/Rochester)
Route #4: South Route Modified (Madison/Rochester)

● Northern Corridor Route #3: North Route (lUpon)
Route #5: North Route Modified (Fox Cities)
Route #6: North Route Modified (Green Bay)
Route #7: North Route Modified (Green Bay/Fox Cities)

Each of the seven routes was subjected to a preliminary, but rigorous analysis that was based
on: field inspection of the rights-of-way; environmental constraints; distribution of population and
employment; and topographic and geologic conditions. The engineering analysis also assessed the
availability of electrical power, and the location of nearby transmission lines, substation and
generating plants were identified.

To facilitate the engineering and environmental analysis process, each route was subdivided into
route segments as shown in Exhibit 3.2. The following provides a brief description of the general
alignment for each of the seven routes.

SOUTHERN CORRIDOR

Route #1: Existing Amtrak Route

Route #1 proceeds from Union Station in downtown Chicago (MPO) northerly to the outskirts of
Kenosha, Wisconsin (MP40)and onto Milwaukee (MP85). From Milwaukee, the route proceeds
in a northwesterly direction through Columbus (MP150), Portage (MP178), Wisconsin Dells
(MP195), and Tomah (MP240) and then proceeds to La Crosse (MP282). North of La Crosse,
the route proceeds west of the Mississippi River through Winona (MP308) and Red Wing,
Minnesota (MP371) to Minneapolis-St. Paul (MP418).

Route #2: South Route (Columbus/Rochester)

Route #2 proceeds north from Chicago (MPO)parallel to the Amtrak Route to Kenosha, Wisconsin
(MP40), Milwaukee (MP85), and Duplainville (MP1OO). From Duplainville, it proceeds to
Pewaukee (MP103), Hartland (MP107), Oconomowoc (MP1 13), Watertown (MP128), Columbus
(MP147), Portage (MP174) and Wisconsin Dells (MP193). Immediately west of Wisconsin Dells,
the route runs north of and parallel to Interstate 90-94 to Tomah (MP237). At Tomah, the route
crosses Interstate 90 to Rockland (Mp259) where it crosses Interstate 90 to La Crosse (MP274).
From La Crosse, the route proceeds SOUthof and ptilel to Interstate 90 to St. Charles, Minnesota
(MP320) where it diverges from the highway and proceeds north to Rochester (MP341). From
Rochester, the route parallels the west side of Highway 52 to Minneapolis-St. Paul (MP415).
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Exhibit 3.2
Route Segments

Route
W SQWE!!l .Mileoost Nearest City

Southern Corridor

#1

#2

#4

Northern Corridor

la

lC
ld

2a
2b
2C
2d

2a
2b
4C

#3 ~a

2b
3C
3d
3e

#5 2a
~b

5C
3d
3e

#6 ~a

6C
3d
3e

#7 2a
7b
7e

O to 85
85 to 102
102 to 178
178 to 418

0 to 85
85 to 100
100 to 174
174 to 415

0 to 85
85 to 100
100 to 164
164 to 194
194 to 435

0 to 85
85 to 100
100 to 208
208 to 275
275 to 432

0 to 85
85 to 100
100 to 215
215 to 282
282 to 439

0 to 85
85 to 253
253 to 317
317 to 474

0 to 85
85 to 305
305 to 462

Chicago to Milwaukee
Milwaukee to Duplainville
Duplainville to Portage
Portage to Minneapolis-St. Paul

Chicago to Milwaukee
Milwaukee to Duplainville
Duplainville to Portage
Portage to Minneapolis-St. Paul

Chicago to Milwaukee
Milwaukee to Duplainville
Duplainville to Madison
Madison to Portage
Poxtage to Minneapolis-St. Paul

Chicago to Milwaukee
lMilwaukee to Duplainville
Duplainville to Waupaca
Waupaca to Spencer
Spencer to Minnrqolis-St. Paul

Chicago to Milwaukee
Milwaukee to Duplainville
Duplainville to Fox Cities to Waupaca
Waupaca to Spencer
Spencer to Minneapolis-St. Paul

Chicago to Milwaukee
Milwaukee to Green Bay to Waupaca
Waupaca to Spencer
Spencer to Minneapolis-St. Paul

Chicago to Milwaukee
Milwaukee to Wrightstown to Spencer
Spencer to Minneapolis-St. Paul
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Route #4: South Route Modified (Madison/Rochester)

Route #4 is on the same alignment as the South Route (Route #2) from Chicago (MPO) to
Milwaukee (MP85) to MP1 19. The route then proceeds westerly toward Watertown (MP128).
It continues to proceed west, parallel to the north side of Interstate 94, to Lake Mills(MP141) and
toward Madison. Near the interchange of Interstate 90-94 and U.S. Highway 151 (MP164), it
proceeds along the west side of Interstate 90-94 to Portage (MP194). The route then proceeds
along the South Route (Route #2) to Minneapolis-St. Paul (MP435).

NORTHERN CORRIDOR

Route #3: North Route (Ripen)

Route #3 proceeds north from Chicago, parallel to the Amtrak Route, to Kenosha, Wisconsin
(MP40). The routes departs from the Amtrak Route and proceeds parallel to and one mile east
of the Amtrak Route until it meets the Amtrak Route at MP51. The route then proceeds parallel
to the Amtrak Route through Milwaukee (MP85) to Duplainville (MP1OO). From Dupla.inville,
the route proceeds north, parallel to and west of U.S. Highway 41, to Lomira (MP139). From
Lomira, it proceeds northwesterly to the vicinity of Oakfield (MP148), to Rosendale, Ripen
(MP166), Rush Lake and Weyauwega. From Weyauwega, the route proceeds westerly and
parallel with U.S. Route 10 to the vicinity of Stevens Point (MP234) and Marshfield. West of
Marshfield, the route proceeds north of and parallel to the Wisconsin Central tracks to Spencer
(MP275) and Owen (MP295). The route proceeds parallel to Wisconsin Route 29 from Owen to
Chippewa Falls (MP336). West of Chippewa Falls, the route proceeds along the existing
Wisconsin Central tracks to the vicinity of Colfax, Glenwood City (MP376) and on to Somerset,
White Bear Lake and Minneapolis-St. Paul (MP432).

Route #5: North Route Modified (Fox Cities)

Route #5 proceeds along the same alignment as the North Route (Route #3) from Chicago (MPO)
to Lomira, Wisconsin (MP139). From Lomira, it proceeds northerly parallel to the west side of
U.S. Highway 41 to the vicinity of oskhosh (MP170) crossing the Lake Butte des Morts. It
proceeds north to the Fox Cities area and then westerly, paralleling the existing alignment of the
Wisconsin Central Railroad, to the vicinity immediately east of Waupaca (MP215). The route then
proceeds on the same alignment as the North Route (Route #3) to Minn=polis-St. Paui (MP439).

Route #6: North Route Modtied (Green Bay)

Route #6 proceeds on the same alignment as the North Route (Route #3) from Chicago (MPO) to
Milwaukee (MP85). North of Milwaukee, the route proceeds through Port Washington,
Sheboygan and Manitowoc to Green Bay. From Green Bay, the route proceeds westerly,
paralleling the alignment of the Green Bay and Western Railroad, to Amherst Junction. From
Amherst Junction, the route proceeds on the same alignment as the North Route (Route #3).

Route #7: North Route Modified (Green Bay/Fox Cities)

Route #7 proceais on the same alignment as the North Route (Route #3) from Chicago (MPO) to
Milwaukee (MP85). North of Milwaukee at Brown D&r @fp96), the route crosses Interstate 43
near Lakefield and proceeds north ptilel to Sate Route 57. The route then proceed east of
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Plymouth (MP138), St. Nazianz (MP157), Reedsville (MP167), and across the Niagara Escarpment
northeast of Greenleaf (MP185). At Greenleaf, the route proceeds west, beyond Wrightstown,
towards the vicinity of New London (MP2 18) and Mosinee (MP274). The route continues in a
westerly direction from Mosinee to Spencer (MP305). At Spencer, the route proceeds on the same
alignment as the North Route (Route #3) to Minneapolis-St. Paul (MP462).

COMPARATIVE EVALUATIONOF ROUTES

A comparative evaluation of each of the seven routes was conducted to ascertain the extent to
which each achieved the objectives established for route selection. These objectives were
minimizing travel time between major cities, minimizing the impact on the natural topography,
maximizing regional accessibility, and minimizing the impact on the environment.

A Comparative Evaluation of Environmental Constraints by route segment was first completed,
and its results used as input to the Comparative Engineering Evaluation.

COMPARATIVE EVALUATIONOF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

To properly evaluate environmental constraints, a rating system was established. Based on a
careful assessment of the environmental constraints and concerns, a rating horn one to five was
applied to each route segment identified in Exhibit 3.2. A rating of one (1) indicates that the
construction of a high speed rail system would have major environmental impact(s), whereas a
rating of five (5) indicates that there are minimal environmental concerns. In order to arrive at
a rating for each route, the cumulative total for each route is divided by the number of route
segments. The results of the Comparative Evaluation of Environmental Constraints are presented
in Exhibits 3.3 and 3.4.

Exhibit 3.3
Comparative Evaluation of Environmental Constraints
in the Southern Corridor

Route #1
Existirw Amtrak

la 4

lC 4
Id 4

.-

12

Average 4.0

Route #2
Columbus/Rochester

2a 3
~b 3
2C 2
2d 2

--

10

Average 2.5

Route #4
MadisoniRochester

2a 3
2b 3
4C 4
2d 2

12

Average 3.0
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Exhibit 3.4
Comparative Evaluation of Environmental Constraints
in the Northern Corridor

Route #3

IQEQ!l

a?!m!!l &?tiu

2a 3
2b 3
3C 3
3d 3
3e 3

.-

15

Average 3.0

Route #5
Fox Cities

2a 3
2b 3
SC 2
3d 3
3e 3

-.

14

Average 2.8

Route #6
Green Bav

Seement lQd!Ul

23 3

6C 1
3d 3
3e 3

10

Average 2.5

Route #7
Green Bav/Fox Cities

2a 3
7b 2

3e 3
.-

8

Average 2.7

In the Southern Corridor, Route #l scored tie tighest, indicating that this route would have the
least impact on the environment. This result was expected since the route essentially follows the
existing Amtrak Route, with only a few r~uctions of cunatures in the alignment when necessary
to maintain speed. Route #4 scored higher thm Route #2, principally because there are fewer
wetlands in the immediate vicinity of Route #4.

In the Northern Corridor, Route #3 scor~ the highest, followed by Route #5 and Route #7, with
Route #6 scoring the lowest.

COMPARATIVE ENGINE-G EVALUATION

Similarly, for the Comparative Engin=ring Evaluation of the seven routes, a subjective rating
system was used to Cornpue the extent to which =Ch route achieves the four objectives relating
to travel time, topogmphy, region~ accessibility and envfionmental impact. The ratings alr=dy
determined for the Comp=tive Environment Evaluation (Exhibits 3.3 and 3.4) were used and,
for the other three objectives, a mtig of one to five WaSapplied. A rating of one (1) indicates
very poor; two (2), poor; three (3), fti; four (4), good; and five (5) is excellent. The results of
the Comparative Engineering Evaluation are given in Exhibit 3.5.

As shown in Exhibit 3.5, Route #4 (SOUti Route Modifi~-Madison/Rochester) in the Southern
Corridor and Route #7 (NoM ROU~ M~ifi~-Gr=n Bay/Fox Cities) in the Northern Corridor,
along with Route #l (Existing Amti Route), actieved the highest ratings. Route #4 and
Route #7 scored highest with respect to regional accessibfity md travel time. With the exception
of Route #1, the Existing Am~ Route, all the rout= had essentially the same ratings for
minimizing impacts on natural topogmphy and the environment.
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Exhibit 3.5 r
Comparative Engineering Evaluation

Obiective

Minimhing Travel Time

Minimizing Impact on
Topography

Maximizing Regional
Access

Minimizing impact on
the Environment

Total

Southern Corridor

Rating for Route

U g @

3.0 5.0 4.0

5.0 2.0 3.0

3.0 3.0 5.0

4.0 2.5 3.0

15.0 12.5 15.0

.Northem Corridor

Ratinp for Route

D fi K ~

5.0 5.0 3.0 4.0

4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0

1.0 2.0 3.0 5.0

3.0 2.8 2.5 2.7

13.0 13.8 11.5 14.7

RECOMMEND ED ROUTES

The three routes shown in Exhibit 3.6 are recommended for further engineering and economic
evaluation:

● Route #1: Existing Amtrak Route in the Southern Corridor

● Route #4: South Route Modified (Madison/Rochester) in the Southern Corridor

● Route #7: North Route Modified (Green Bay/Fox Cities) in the Northern Corridor

On the basis of the evaluation conducted for this study, it is felt that potential major problem areas
and constraints relating to topography and the environment have been identified. The specific

route alignments used in the study, however, are of a preliminary nature and their primary function
was to provide a basis for preparing preliminary ridership forecasts, preliminary capital costs, and
preliminary operating and maintenance costs. The three routes must be subjected to further study
and evaluated in greater detail prior to the final selection of a route.

ROUTE #1: EXISTING AMTRAK ROUTE

Route #1, the Existing Amtrak Route, between Chicago and Mimeapolis-St. Paul was specified
as the base case option in order to determine the feasibility of upgrading Amtrak service to
125 mph. It has been determined that the route is suitable for High Speed (125 mph) diesel
passenger trains, provided that curves are reduced to 0“-45’ as opposed to 0°-20’ for the 185 mph
and 300 mph options. With reference to topographical considerations and environmental
constraints, Route #1 received the highest rating, since it basically follows the existing Amtrak
alignment. This route received a rating of 3 (fair) for travel time, because the average trip
between Chicago and Minneapolis-St. Paul now takes in excess of eight hours. However,
improvements to the alignment by reducing cuwes will substantially reduce travel time.
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Exhibit 3.6
Recommended Routes
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Accessibility was rated as 3 (fair) since the existing route does not connect with Madison or
Rochester. The total evaluation rating for Route #1 is 15.0, and the route is recommended for
further engineering and economic evaluation.

ROUTE #4: SOUTH ROUTE MODIFIED (MADISON/ROCHESTER)

Two additional routes in the Southern Corridor were analyzed: Route #2, South Route
(Columbus/Rochester) and Route #4, South Route Modified (Madison/Rochester). The
Comparative Engineering Evaluation indicates that Route #4, with a rating of 15.0, is superior to
Route #2.

For travel time, Route #4 was rated 4 (good) and Route #2 was rated 5 (excellent) as it is twenty
miles shorter. With reference to topographical considerations, Route #4 was assigned a rating of
3 (fair) and Route #2, a rating of 2 (poor). Similarly, with reference to environmental constraints,
Route #4 received a higher rating than Route #2. Route #4 crosses two major rivers, the Rock
and Crawfish, a minimum amount of wetlands, and generally follows existing interstate highways
through relative undeveloped land on favorable topography, while Route #2 passes through rugged
terrain and crosses the Beaver Dam River, Mud Lake State Wildlife Area, and associated wetlands.
Route #2, which largely follows the Soo Line maintrack, also passes near existing towns and
developed areas.

With reference to regional accessibility, Route #4 is accessible to the Madison metropolitan area
and accordingly was rated 5 (excellent), whereas Route #2, which is not accessible to Madison,
was rated 3 (fair).

In the Southern Corridor, Route #4 with its more favorable topography, lesser environmental
impact, and better regional accessibility generated by its serving the Madison area is recommended
for further engineering and economic evaluation.

ROUTE #7: NORTH ROUTE MODIFIED (GREEN BAY/FOX CITIES)

In the Northern Corridor, four routes were analyzed: Route #3, North Route (l@on); Route #5,
North Route Modified (Fox Cities); Route #6, North Route Modified (Green Bay); and Route #7,
North Route Modified (Green Bay/Fox Cities).

With reference to travel time and regional accessibility, Route #3 is the shortest and, therefore,
requires the least travel time, but it is not generally accessible to population centers in the region.
Route #5, although slightly longer, is accessible to Fox Cities. Both of these routes were assigned
a rating of 5 (excellent) for travel time. Because of their poor regional accessibility, Route #3 was
rated 1 (very poor) and Route #5 was rated 2 @or).

Route #6, while it is the longest route, is accessible to Sheboygan, Manitowoc and Green Bay;
Route #7 is accessible to Sheboygan, Manitowoc, Green Bay, Fox Cities and Wausau. Route #6
was rated 3 (fair) for travel time and accessibility, whereas Route #7 was rated 4 (good) for travel
time and 5 (excellent) for regional accessibility.
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All the routes analyzed in the Northern Corridor have environmental drawbacks and received
ratings of 3 (fair) or less. With reference to topographical considerations, Route #3 and Route #5
scored higher than Route #6 and Route #7. Both Route #6 and Route #7 cross the Wolf and
Embarrass Rivers and encroach on the Niagara Escarpment. The Niagara Escarpment is a barrier
to high speed rail, not only because of the environmental concerns associated with it but also
because of the additional engineering costs that are imposed on any route that crosses it.

Due to the tremendous cost that will be required to construct a high speed rail system and the fact
that there are no overriding environmental issues which cleariy dictate a route choice, regional
accessibility became the overriding factor in the selection of a route in the Northern Corridor for
further analysis. Route #7 (Green Bay/Fox Cities) received the highest rating for regional
accessibility. Route #7 also had the highest overall rating, 14.7, as compared with 13.8 for
Route #5, 13.0 for Route #3 and 11.5 for Route #6.
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CHAm 4

RIDERSHIP

A key step in determining the feasibility of high speed rail in the Tri-State Corridor was the
evaluation of existing travel patterns between the communities of the Northern and Southern
Corridors, how these travel patterns and ridership levels were expected to change and grow over
the next twenty to thirty years, the impact that a high speed rail system might have on travel
behavior, and the ridership that high speed rail could be expected to generate.

To evaluate the nature of existing travel patterns, a comprehensive data base was developed
including zone-to-zone (origin-destination) travel movements by trip purpose for the whole study
area, information on the modes of travel (air, rail, bus and auto) and the associated costs and times
of journeys, and socioeconomic data (income, employment, population) for the different travel
zones. These data were largely available from exisdng data sources. Where weaknesses in the
data assembled were identified, specific analyses were undertaken to mitigate the effects of those
weaknesses.

The travel data and information were supplemented by an Attitudinal Survey which was undertaken
to provide insight into the choices individuals make between time and money and the circumstances
under which travelers might be willing to pay a different fare for a different level of sexvice. The
survey information was assessed using a Trade-Off Analysis based on stated preference techniques
to provide specific Values of Time and Values of Frequency for use in the forecasting process.

Once a clear understanding of the existing travel patterns was obtained, the COMPASS(C)Model
was used to make forecasts of, one, Mure traffic and, two, the market share that could be
achieved by high speed rail. The model was validated using a series of statistical and
“reasonableness” checks, and forecasts were prepared on a mode, purpose, and zone-to-zone trip-
making basis. The forecasts were based on a series of economic scenarios and transportation
strategies and subjected to sensitivity assessments to check the robustness of the forecasts and the
stability of the results achieved.

ZONE SYSTEM

The study area consists of two corridors between Chicago, Milwaukee and Minneapolis-St. Paul
and, as previously shown in Exhibit 3.1, covers parts of Illinois, Wkconsin and Minnesota. Since
the primary unit of analysis of the -spo~tion fo-tig system is zone-to-zone trips, the first
step in the analysis was to divide the stidy ZUCZItito a set of zones. Appropriate zone size is
determined by a series of analytic md pragmatic considemtions: the zones should be small enough
to provide insight into the patterns of ~vel but kge enough to ensure a sufficient volume of trips
for statistical analysis and compatibility with state and local planning data.

To meet these needs, the county was chosen as the basic zonal unit. In remote rural areas,
counties were aggregated into larger zones; and, in densely populated urban areas, counties were
disaggregated into zones of an appropriate size. The zone system for the Tri-State Study consists
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of 139 zones and, to facilitate data assembly, was designed to be compatible with the different
zone systems used by state and local planning agencies. The zones were defined using the
Wisconsin Department of Transportation’s (WisDOT’s) Travel Analysis Zones, the Twin Cities
Metro Council’s Urban Activity Forecast Districts for the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area
and, from the Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT), the Traffic Zones of the Illinois Rail
Forecasting Model.

DATA BASE

Once the zone system was defined, data on travel network, socioeconomic characteristics of the
population, and origins-destinations were assembled in a data base.

NETWORK DATA

The network characteristics data (time and cost of trip-making) are an important input to the
forecasting process and are essential for model calibration. In transportation analysis, the
desirability of travel is measured in terms of both the cost and time of travel and, as such, a full
itinerary of travel costs and times is needed. The network data assembled for the study included
the following for all zones pairs:

● For private mode (auto):

. Travel time including rest time
● Travel cost (vehicle operating cost)
● Tolls

. For public modes (air, rail and bus):

●

●

●

●

●

●

Access and egress times and costs
Terminal waiting and delay times
In-vehicle travel times
Number of interchanges and connect times
Fares
Frequency of service

The network data were obtained from a variety of sources, the most important being the urban and
statewide models of IDOT, WisDOT, Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission,
Twin Cities Metro Council, and CATS (Chicago Area Transportation Study). Data on private auto
operating costs were obtained from the Faieral Highway Administration and the American
Automobile Association. Public transportation travel time and cost data were derived from Amtrak
schedules, the Official Airline Guide, and Russell’s BUSGuide. Data on air terminal connections
were derived from an evaluation of route options and known travel behavior.

SOCIOECONOMIC DATA

The data bank for socioeconomic variables was derived from existing publications. The data were
checked for consistency and processed to fit the COMPASS(C)Model’s zonal system requirements
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for the base and forecast years. Periodicals published by state and federal agencies provided the
bulk of the data, supplemented by economic model forecasts from recently completed
transportation studies or from independent research instimtes. The variables required for the
COMPASS(C)Model are population, employment and household income.

Data processing procedures were carried out in order to ensure that socioeconomic data from the
various sources provided a consistent assessment of the performance of the economies of the three
states in the base year and the forecast years. The data processing work included data updates,

conversions of variables, reallocation of county data to smaller urban zones, data interpolation, and
consistency checks.

ORIGIN-DESTINATIONDATA

Travel data required for the study included the annual passenger volumes between zone pairs for
each mode and each trip purpose. Traffic volumes at specific locations on highways or between

stations/terminais for public modes were readily available from the State DOT’s and relevant
agencies. The passenger flow between zone pairs is usually obtained from origin-destination
surveys. Such sumeys for the auto mode are carried out periodically by State DOT’S. Similar
surveys for public modes were not readily available, although station-to-station or terminal-to-
terrninal data were available from Amtrak and the Federal Aviation Administration. For bus
travel, the bulk of the origin-destination data were obtained from a recent Wisconsin statewide
survey.

The origin-destination data were assembled in a data base and a series of data processes were
appiied to provide a comprehensive 1989 origin-destination matrix. The matrix included bus, rail,
air and auto travel by work, commuting and “other” travel purposes. The data processing
procedures used included:

. Factoring historical data to the 1989 base year
● Reconciling travel purpose data between the different data sets
● Apportioning traffic flow data to specific zone pairs
● Quantifying fare/distance relationships for air, rail and bus.
● Estimating trip volumes in rural areas and across state boundaries.

There were a number of data weaknesses resulting from the nature of the data sets and the
averaging effects of the trip expansion process, which caused data “noise” and “inconsistencies.”
Specific data weaknesses included:

● Inadequate car data in northern Wisconsin and between smaller settlements throughout
Wisconsin.

● Interface problems for car and bus data at the Wisconsin/Minnesota and Wisconsin/Illinois
borders.

● Lack of data on ultimate zone origins and destinations for rail and air.

● Inadequate definition of rail and air trip purposes.
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To overcome or minimize the effects of specific data weaknesses, a detailed assessment was made
of the data and a number of aggregation procedures were adopted during the calibration process.

DEVELOPMENT OF VALUES OF TIME AND VALUES OF FREQUENCY

An important element in the development of the traffic forecasting and evaluation process is the
assessment of an individual’s perception of the importance of travel time and service frequency.
To identify the travel behavior characteristics of individuals in the Tri-State Corridor, an
Attitudinal Survey was undertaken in August and September 1990, the results of which were used
to derive Values of Time and Values of Frequency.

Value of Time is defined as the amount of money (dollars/hour) an individual is willing to pay to
save a given amount of travel time. Value of Frequency is the amount of money (dollars/hour)
that an individual is willing to pay when traveling on public transportation to reduce the time
between departures.

ATTITUDINALSURVEY

To carry out the most extensive survey possible within the time scales and budget of the study, the
Attitudinal Survey was structured into three distinct surveys: one for long-distance air trips, one
for long-distance surface trips, and one for short-distance surface trips. Longdistance trips are
defined as trips of more than 100 miles, and short-distance trips as trips of 100 miles or less. The
air survey took place in the Milwaukee, Madison and Minneapolis-St. Paul airport departure
lounges, the rail sumey aboard Amtrak trains in the corridor, and the bus survey on Greyhound
and Badger buses in the corridor. For Wisconsin and Minnesota, the auto sumey was a mail-
out/mail-back questionnaire sent to licensed drivers; in Illinois, it was a hand-outimail-back survey.

The survey questionnaires were designed to derive Values of Time and Values of Frequency using
stated preference techniques. The essence of the stated preference approach is to ask the traveler
to make a series of trade-off choices based on different combinations of travel time, frequency and
cost. The use of a series of questions is essential both to allow individuals to understand the
process and provide improved responses, but also to check the consistency and rationality of the
responses given.

To ensure that the individuals surveyed would be representative of the general population, a quota
sample was defined that incorporated the most important factors that affect travel choice. These
included the four modes by which individuals in the corridor travel (auto, air, bus and rail), the
three principal reasons for travel (work, commuting and “other”), the length of the trip made
(short or long), and the socioeconomic characteristics of the traveler based on a two-fold income
stratification (high or low). A successful quota survey requires that at least 30, and more
comfortably 40, surveys are obtained for each stratification group for the survey results to be
statistically significant. The survey quota results for the Attitudinal Survey are shown in
Exhibit 4.1.
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Exhibit 4.1
Number of Valid Surveys by Quota Cell by Travel Mode and Purpose

&r RaJl &lcJ & ~

Business 183 63 54 18 318

Commuter 8 21 142 8 179

Other 270 207 377 145 999

Total 461 291 573 171 1496

It can be seen that the survey process produced valid sumey numbers (more than 30 surveys) in
the key categories of business travel for air, rail and auto, “other” travel for all modes, and
commuting for auto. It should be noted that, because intercity bus, air and rail are not extensively
used for commuting in the corridor, the number of valid surveys is lower for these three
categories.

Once the data were obtained, they were subjected to a series of range and consistency checks to
ensure the validity of the responses and the quality of the data. The data were evaluated using a
Trade-Off Analysis, which identified how individuals choose between time and money in selecting
travel options. Two trade-off analysis methods, the Comparison Method and the Binary Logit
Method, were employed to analyze the Attitudinal Survey data and determine Values of Time
(VOT’S) and Values of Frequency (VOF’S).

In the Comparison Method, the trade-off choices made by individuals are ranked in descending or
ascending (VOT or VOF) order, along with the individual’s choice between time and money and
the degree of preference the individual had for that specific trade-off choice. The individual’s
VOT or VOF is then determined by identifying the point of inflection, or the point at which an
individual changes from spending more time to save money to preferring to spend more money
to save time in making a given journey. The Comparison Method provides a char and detailed
understanding of how travelers react to the series of binary choice trade-off questions. Once the
individual trade-off values are determined, the results are averaged to give overall population
values.

The Binary Logit Method uses a logit curve to calculate the coefficients of the time and cost
variables. The individual’s VOT or VOF is derived as the ratio of the time and cost coefficients.
While this method is a less subjective and more automatic process than the Comparison Method,
the statistical rigidity of the Binary Logit Method frequently provides less understanding of travel
behavior and less ability to interpret behavior effectively. Furthermore, because this method
cannot incorporate the results for individuals who quite rationally do not make a trade-off
(preferring time or money options consistently over the whole range of trade-off choices), the
Binary Imgit Method can only be used at the most aggregate level. Therefore, for the Tri-State
Study, the Binary Logit Method was usd only for the “by mode/by purpose” assessment and as
a check on the consistency of the Comparison Method.

In most cases where the quota samples were over 30,the results obtained from the Comparison
Method (Method 1) and the Binary Logit Method (Method 2) were within a 10-20 percent range
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of each other, providing a high degree of confidence in the results of the Trade-Off Analysis. A
comparison of the two trade-off analysis methods is given in Exhibit 4.2.

Exhibit 4.2
Comparison of VOT Results?)

Mode/Purrxxe

Air/Business
Air/other

RawBusiness
Long Trips
Short Trips

Rail/Other
Long Trips
Short ‘@s

Bus/Other
Long Trips
Short Trips

Auto/Business
Long Trips
Short Trips

AutolCommuting
Long Trips
Short Trips

Auto/Other
Long Trips
Short Trips

No. of Valid Survevs
Method 1 Method 2

183 77
270 97

63 24
14 C) 8~

49 16 (2

207 115
149 101
58 14 (2)

145 64
72 48
73 16 [~)

54
35
19 (2)

142
6 ~)

136
377
221
156

36
23 (2)

13 c1

50
3 m

47
200
145
55

VOT (1990$/Hour)
Method 1 Method 2

64.8 66.6
34.0 41.9

39.9 45.1
44.5 39.8
38.6 47.7
28.0 32.8
31.0 37.4
20.1 30.0

21.8 31.7
28.5 34,2
15.1 24.1

43.0
46.3
37.1
21.3
25.7
20.9
25.8
32.3
16.9

44.2
47.4
38.5
30.3
47.4
29.3
37.4
37.4
37.1

(!) Long m“P5are over lW miles, and short trips ale 100 lniik Or kS.

@ Less l~n 30 did SUrWys.

The results of the Trade-Off Analysis were subjected to a range of statistical and “reasonableness”
tests. The first test evaluated the distribution of individuals’ VOT’S and VOF’S across modes of
travel. This test found that the distributions of the VOT’S and VOF’S had small standard errors
and were log normal in shape, and were therefore in line with expectations about the likely range
of values for the population in the Tn-State Corridor. A second test compared the results of the
Attitudinal Survey with the results obtained in studies carried out elsewhere. l%is comparison,
shown in Exhibit 4.3, showed that the overall VOT’S derived for the Tri-State Corridor were
higher in absolute terms than results obtained elsewhere in North America but were comparable
when normalized for distance.

The Tri-State Corridor is longer than many other North American corridors, and it is believed that
this factor generated higher Values of Time. As a result, the VOT’S used in the Tri-State Study
were segmented not only on a mode and purpose basis but also on a trip-length basis. This
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ensured a proper representation of travel behavior and the effective representation of time and
frequency variables in developing travel forecasts.

Exhibit 4.3
Com~arison of VOT Results with Other Corridor Studies(l)

Tri-State
j430 Miles]

New Yorka)
(310 Miles]

Ontario-Ouebeco)
(180-300 Miles)

Illinois(4)
(200-300 Miles)

Values of Time (1990$/Hour]

Air
Business
Non-Business

Rail
Business
Non-Business

Auto
Business
Non-Business

. Bus
Business
Non-Business

Values of Freuuencv (1990$/Hour)

Air
Business
Non-Business

Rail
Business
Non-Business

Auto
Business
Non-Business

Bus
Business
Non-Business

65
34

51
32

58
32

54
19

25
19

40
28

26
21

28
13

26
26

25
18

23
13

43
26

25
22

17
1232

33
22

24
3

31
21

11
7

18

16
11
8

15
11

6
4

17
14

18
12

7
6

13
9

16
13 10

(I)

o)

(3)

(4)

To facilitate compation with the Tri-State Study, values derived for the other three co~rs were in@ated to 19W$.
Rensselaer Po~technic/Cole, Sherman Inc.
Consumer Contac! Ltd./Cole, Sherman Associates, Ltd.

British Rail.

RESULTS OF THE TRADEOFF ANALYSIS

A summary of the results of the VOT md VOF Tnde-Off Analysis is given in Exhibit 4.4. The
values were deflated to 1989 dollars for use k the COMPASS(C)Model, to conform with the base
year established for the study.
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Exhibit 4.4
Summarv of VOT and VOF Trade-Off Results

Business 64.8 39.9 ~.4(1) 43.0
commuting 50.9~1) 27.0 13.7(’) 21.3
Other 34.0 28.0 21.8 25.8

Value of Freauencv (1990$/Hour)

Business 33.4 17.7 15.5(’J
Cot’lmuting 27.7(’) 16.1 1O.9(’J

Other 22.0 16.1 13.0 .-

“) Quota celk not originai~ identijled for am~sis.

As shown in Exhibit 4.4, the Values of Time vary widely by mode and by purpose. Similarly,
as shown in Exhibit 4.5, trip distance was also found to have a strong effect on the VOT’S. The
relationships between income level and VOT’S and VOF’S are shown in Exhibit 4.6. It should be
noted that the income variable does not appear to have had as strong an effect on VOT as distance.

Exhibit 4.5
VOT and VOF Trad&Off Results by Trip l&@h(l)

Value of Time (1990$/Hour)

Business

commuting

Other

Value of Freauencv (1990$/Hour]

Business

commuting

Other

64.8 44.5 38.6
(14)(3)

NI NI 27.0

34.0 31.0 20.1

33.4 18.2 17.5
(13)

NI NI 16.1
(21)

22.0 17.8 11.7

NIm NI

NI 13.7
(7)

28.5 15.1

NINI

NI 10.0
(7)

15.1 10.9

46.3 37.1
(7)

25.7 20.9

32.3 16.9

--

--

.-

‘1) ‘Long” indicates king-distance trips of more than lW miles, ad ‘short” indicates short trips of 100 miles or less.
a) ‘M” st& for “not included” and indicates quota cellsdeliberate~ excludedfiom the quota survey and Trade-Of Ana/@s a

[hey were too small a sample group to be effective~ anatyzed.
‘3) Quota ceUs wi~h numbers in parentheses had &ss than 30 vaiid sutveys; the number given in parentheses is the actual number

of surveys.
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Exhibit 4.6
VOT and VOF Trade-Off Results by Income Group(l)

Value of Time (1990$/Hour]

Buainesa 73.7 55.6 45.7 35.0 NI(2) 21.6 44.9 41.7
(27)(3) (22)

Commutirlg NI NI NI NI 26.8 20.2 NI NI
(28)

Other 36.4 32.0 30.2 26.9 29.5 2S.5 21.8 22.4
(21)

Value of Freuuencv (1990$/Hour)

Business 35.4 32.6 19.9 16.9 NI NI .- --

(27)
commuting 2S.9 20.3 14.5 16.8 11.4 13.5 – –

(20)

(1) “High” stands for high household income of $~,~ or more per year. and “~w “ indicates low hourehoti income of less than

$60,(XM per year.
0) *M. sla~for *not iw[~ed” ad i~~~es qwla cel~ defibera@ ~cludedfiom the quota survey and Trade-~Analysk as

they were too small a sample group to be effectively analyzed.
(3) Quota ceils wuh numbers in parentheses had less than 30 valki suNeys; the number given in parentheses ir the actual number

of surveys.

Further analysis was undertaken to explore the significance of income levels on the Values of
Time. The results show that, while income had significant effects in some cases, the effects were
largely subsumed in the modal choices made by travelers. As a result, for the Tri-State Study, a
decision was made to stratify Values of Time not only by mode and purpose, but by trip length
as well.

BASICSTRUCTUREOF THE COMPASS(C)MODEL

The COMPASS(C)Model System is a flexible demand forecasting tool. It provides the user with
the ability to evaluate alternative socioeconomic and network scentios for comparative purposes.
It also allows input variables to be modified to test sensitivity to such parameters as elasticities,
Values of Time and Values of Frequency.

The COMPASS(C)forecasting system is structured on two principal models: Total Demand Model
and Hierarchical Modal Split Model. These two models are calibrated separately for the three trip
purposes (business, commuting and “other”). In each case, the models are calibrated for internal
origin-destination data. Trips with an origin or destination (or both) outside the study area are
excluded as they do not have the typical trip-making characteristics of corridor travelers. For
forecasting purposes, extema.k trips are factored up in relation to overall socioeconomic growth
and transportation improvements.
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TOTAL DEMAND MODEL

The Total Demand Model, as shown in Equation 1, provides a mechanism for assessing overall
growth in the travel market.

(1)

where

Tijp = Volume of trips between zones i and j for purpose p

S~j~ = Socioeconomic variables for zones i and j for purpose p

GCijp = All mode generalized cost of travel for zones i and j for purpose p

B@, B,,, l%, = Coefficients for purpose p

As shown in Equation 1, the total number of trips between any two zones for all modes of travel,
segmented by journey purpose, is a function of the socioeconomic characteristics of the zones and
the degree of spatial separation between the zones. Trip purposes include business, commuting
and “other” (social). Typical socioeconomic characteristics include household income, employment
and population. The spatial separation between the zones is measured by generalized cost which
includes the time, cost and frequency of travel. The Total Demand Model equation may be
interpreted as meaning that travel between the zones will increase as socioeconomic factors rise
or the generalized cost of travel between zones is reduced. As a result, the effect of both changes
in socioeconomic and travel characteristics on total demand can be evaluated with the Total
Demand Model.

The Socioeconomic Variables

The socioeconomic variables in the Total Demand Model show the impact of economic growth on
travel demand. The COMPASS(C)modeling system, in line with most intercity modeling systems,
uses three variables (population, employment and household income) to represent the
socioeconomic characteristics of a zone. Depending on trip purpose, the socioeconomic variables
are used independently or in product form. Different combinations were tested in the calibration
process for the Tri-State Study but, as found elsewhere, the most reasonable and stable relationship
used the following formulation:

TriD Pumose Socioeconomic Variable

Business Employment (x) Annual Household Income

Commuting Population (x) Annual Household Income

Other Population (x) Annual Household Income

Both the population and employment estimates are taken as the arithmetic average for a zone pair,
while income is the average, weighted by population, of a zone pair.
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Generalized Cost

The generalized cost variable is used to estimate the impact of improvements in the transportation
system on overall levels of trip-making. As such, the generalized cost variable needs to
incorporate all the key modal attributes (such as travel times and fares) which affect an individual’s
desire to make trips. Thus, the generalized cost of travel, which is typically defined in travel time
rather than dollars, is a measure of all travel attributes. Costs are converted to time by applying
appropriate conversion factors as shown below in Equation 2.

The generalized cost (GC) of travel between zones i and j for modem and purpose p is calculated
as follows:

Gcqw =

TCi~

VOTW

VOF~

Fib

OH

Travel
time +
time +

q. VOFW X OH
n4m +

VOTW + VOTmp X F..ym

(2)

time between zones i and j for mode m (in-vehicle
waiting time + delay time + connect time + access/egress
interchange penalty), with waiting, delay, connect and

accxxdegress time multiplied by two to a~ount for the additional
disutility felt by travelers for these activities

Travei cost between zones i and j for mode m and purpose p
(fare + access/egress cost for public modes, operating costs for auto)

Value of Time for mode m and purpose p

Value of Frequency for mode m and purpose p

Frequency in departures per week between zones i and j for mode m

Operating hours per week

In using generalized cost in the modeling process, it was necessary to obtain average generalized
cost values weighted by modal share. For model calibration purposes, generalized costs were
combined using base year modal split proportions. For forecasting, however, generalized costs
were weighted by future year modal split proportions. This adjustment of weights was necessary

to more properly reflect the impact of new technologies or the impact of introducing high speed
rail service into corridors that previously had little or no service. It shouid be noted that using
future year modal split proportions in the forecast process would not be appropriate for an analysis
of the incremental upgrading or improvement of Amtrak semice.

Calibration of the Total Demand Model

For the purpose of calibrating the Total Demand Model coefficients by linear regression
techniques, Equation 1 was transformed by taking the natural logarithm of both sides, as shown
in Equation 3:
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log(~j) = B@ + BIJog(SEQJ + BzPlog(GC~
(3)

This provides a linear specification of the model, a prerequisite for regression analysis.

Zone System for Calibration

The calibration process was initiated at the most disaggregate zone system level (i.e., 139 zones).
However, it was found that, due to data “noise and inconsistencies” caused by the nature of the
data sets used in the study and the averaging effects of the trip expansion process, the results were
less than ideal. The regression results, while showing good correlation between the dependent
variables (total trips) and the independent variables (socioeconomic and network data), were
distorted.

To improve the calibration, a detailed assessment was made of the data itself. Subsequently, the
zones were aggregated to a 93-zone system in order to minimize a number of the weaknesses and
inconsistencies in the data sets. With the aggregated zone system, the regression statistics
improved significantly and coefficients had the correct sign and magnitude.

Calibration Results for the Total Demand Model

The results of the calibration of the Total Demand Model are shown in Exhibit 4.7. It can be seen
that the models were all significant with good R*, Mean Percent Residual, “twand “F” values.

Exhibit 4.7
Total Demand Model Coefficien~l)

Socio-
Constant ezonomic Networ& Number of ~

?MI&?SQ ~ fB,J @ Observations ~ M %Rm Statistic

Business -0.709 (-18) 1.169 (16) -2.750 (-22) 1806 0.61 18 1410

commuting 0.241 ( 12) 1.080 (13) -2.814 (-15) 1280 0.66 17 1239

Other -1.186 (-19) 1.136 (21) -2.596 (-20) 2213 0.55 20 1351

‘:) ‘t= values are shown in parentheses.
@ M%R u Mean Percent Restiud

MODAL SPLITMODEL

The role of the Modal Split Model is to estimate relative modal shares given the estimation of the
total market share by the Total Demand Model. The relative modal shares are derived by
comparing the relative levels of service offered by each of the four transportation modes. As
specified in the Terms of Reference for the Tri-State Study, the COMPASS(C)Modal Split Model
was based on the nested or hierarchical modal split model structure. The calibration structure
takes the form shown in Exhibit 4.8. At the top level of the hierarchy, the public modes (air, bus
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and rail) are first combined to compete with the private auto mode. At the second level, the
surface modes fbus and rail) are combined to compete with the air mode and finally, at the third
level, bus competes with rail.

Exhibit 4.8
.Modal Split Structure

w

The main feature of the Hierarchical Modal Split Model structure is the increasing commonality
of travel characteristics as the structure is descended. The first split separates the choice of private
auto travel, with a spontaneous frequency, low access and highly person~~ travel, fru– -1--
public mode options. The second levei of the structure separates air, the fastest, more expe..s~,w,
and perhaps more frequent and comfortable public mode. from the rail and bus su~”ace ~ .~..
The last level separates rail. a potentially faster, reliable and more comfortable mode, lLUIII

intercity bus. Under current travel conditions, the last two modes both have lower frequencies and
fares than air,

Form of the Modal Split Model

AS only two choices exist at each level of the hierarchical structure, a Binary L.ogitModel is USed,

as shown in Equation 4:
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(4)puq . e ‘-

e ‘U- + ~ ‘W

where

Pi~ = Percentage of trips between zones i and j by mode m for purpose p

Uij~, U~~ = Disutility functions of modes m and n between zones i and j for

Equation 4 can be

purpose p

rewritten as follows:

If disutility is estimated as a linear function of generalized
transformed as follows:

(5)

cost, then Equation 5 can be

(6)P
1

ijmp ‘
1 . e -fb + ~1,(=* - =~1

where

GCi~, GCih = Generalized cost of travel by modes m and n for purpose p between
zones i and j

and where the generalized cost curves versus disutility for modes m and n are assumed to have the
same slope (i.e., B!).

The model is expressing modal split as a function of the generalized cost difference between the
two modes, which is commonly- called a Difference M~el. - “ “ - . -
expressed as a Ratio Model by taking the ratio of the two
Equation 7:

1ne moclel can altematwely be
generalized costs as shown in

p.. =
1

Vw
-[~ +a@(*

l+e
m

For the purpose of applying regression analysis, Equations 6 and 7 are transformed to a linear
form as shown in Equations 8 and 9.
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L?@=)=Bop + BIP(GC
w

- GcgJ

L&-) . Bop + B,n(~)

Combined Mode Generalized Cost

(8)

(9)
-r . W*

two modes (binary choice) at a time. It isAt each modal split level, the model is evaluating
therefore necessary to obtain the weighted values for generalized costs. The weighings are based
on trips and the process at each level is shown in Exhibit 4.9.

The percentage trips at each level were calculated from the expanded trip data. In order to reflect
the relative weight of each observation point, the obse~ations were also weighted by the number
of trips. This ensures that the largest flows have the greatest impact on determining modal share
and that the smallest flows have the least. To be compatible with the Total Demand Model and
also to improve statistical reliability, the 93-zone system was also used for calibration of the Modal
Split Model.

Exhibit 4.9
Generalized Cost Weighting Process(l)

Modal Sulit Model Binaw Choice Comuonent Modea Combined Modes

Public veraus Auto Public Rail, Bus, Air All
Auto Auto

Surface veraua Air surface Rail, Bus Public
Air Air

Rail versus Bua Rail Rail surface
Bua Bua

(I) Weigh[ed to trips by component de.

Ratio Model versus Dtiference Model

Both Difference and Ratio Models were calibrated for the Tri-State Study. Historically, the
Difference Model has been used in urban modelling to compare two alternatives. This is partly

because the Difference Model is compatible with a utility maximizing derivation of the Distribution
and Modal Split Models and partly because it is the individual’s more normal response to travel
choices over shorter distances. For example, for a 100-minute journey by mode 1 costing $50 or
a 150-minute journey by mode 2 costing $20, the individual will assess the choice between modes
as a 50-minute increase in travel time at a savings of $30. For intercity trips, it can be argued that
the ratio of utilities better reflects travel decisions for long trips. Therefore, for the same trip, the

individual would
cost. Since both

perceive the choice as
options are reasonable

a 50 percent increase in time for a 60 percent savings in

interpretations of decision maldng and since the trade-off
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questionnaire was deliberately designed to be “neutral” with respect to the way individuals interpret
choices, the Tri-State calibration included both difference and ratio formulations.

Calibration Results for Public versus Private Auto

Exhibit 4.10 shows the results of the two calibrations (Ratio Model and Difference Model) for the
three trip purposes at the fmt level in the modal split hierarchy.

Exhibit 4.10
Public versus Auto Modal Split Model Coefficients!l)

&o

MIEse Model & BJp E2 Biw?i?l

Buainesa Ratio 1.747 ( 12) -1.941 (-17) 0.58 5
Difference 4.120 (-14) -0.010 (-14) 0.79 3

commuting Ratio 0.922 ( 8) -1.203 (-12) 0.36 7
Difference -0.161 (-13) -0.007 (-18) 0.60 4

Other Ratio 4).378 (-14) -0.866 (-16) 0.35 12
Difference -0.279 (-17) -0.002 (-23) 0.63 7

‘]) “t= values are shown in parentheses.

Exhibit 4.10 shows clearly that the Difference Model is statistically preferable to the Ratio Model.
For all three Difference Models, the R2values are significant, and the “t” values of the slope (BI)
are very high because of the large sample size. The “Auto Bias” column represents the percentage
of total trips that would use the auto mode when the generalized costs of the public and auto modes
are equal. The bias towards auto indicates that there are some variables missing from the utilities
function, in particular non-quantifiable variables such as convenience and privacy. The biases are
greater for commuting and “other” trip purposes because the importance of the freedom associated
with auto travel is greater for non-work-related trips.

Calibration Results for Surface versus Air

Exhibit 4.11 shows the results of the two calibrations (Ratio Model and Difference Model) for the
three trip purposes at the second level of the modal split hierarchy.
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Exhibit 4.11
Surface versus Air Modal Split Model Coefficients(l)

&

mrE2s!2 Model & B-1P g Biw_a

Business Ratio 2.795 ( 20) -3.894 (-17) 0.67 25

Difference -0.840 (-15) -0.006 (-14) 0.62 20

commuting[~ Ratio 4.122 (—) -4.241 (—) -- 3
Difference -0.000 (--) -0.005 (—) o

Other Ratio 4. 122( 11) 4.241 (-10) 0.66 3
Difference -0.000 (-16) -0.005 (-13) 0.70 0

w -r= ~a~es are shm in pareruheses.

c) Same as “other” purpose coefiients.

Exhibit 4.11 shows that both models gave similar results. For both, the R2 and “t” v~ues Ne
good. The percentages of surface trips in both models are very similar, which provides confidence
in the model. There is a bias towards air travel, probably because air travel is normally perceived
to be a faster and superior mode of transportation. There was not sufficient information available
to define a commuter purpose split for the air mode. Previous studies, such as the 1989 VIA Rail
Study for the Ontario-Quebec Corridor, have shown that these coefficients are very similar to those
of the “other” trip purpose. Also, because this is not a large modal split group, “other” purpose
coefficients were used for the commuter trip purpose.

Calibration Results for Rail versus Bus

Exhibit 4.12 shows the results of the two calibrations (Ratio Model and Difference Model) for the
three trip purposes at the third level of the modal split hierarchy.

Exhibit 4.12
Rail versus Bus Modal Split Model Coefficientdl)

~

E!rEs!2 Model & B
-1P & m

Business Ratio 7.858 (7) 4.019 (-3) 0.66 36
Difference 2.110 (5) -0.009 (-7) 0.82 39

commuting Ratio 7.739 (4) -7.066 (4) 0.36 16
Difference 0.631 (5) -0.008 (-5) 0.41 15

Other Ratio 5.583 (4) -5.137 (-6) 0.62 11
Difference 0.382 (7) -0.007 (-4) 0.64 9

w ml* ~alues are shown in parentheses.

The “t” values are not as good as those for the other two modal split levels but the results are all
significant. Furthermore, the biases are logical, with few people using the bus mode for business
trips, more people using the bus for commuting, and even more people using the bus for “other”
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purposes. There isavery strong perception, especially among business travelers, that bus is an
inferior mode. The high values of B, indicate that travelers are very sensitive to changes in
generalized cost.

CONCLUSIONS

In generai, the calibration process was successful in deriving significant equations for total demand
and modal choice. The only exception was surface versus air commuting, as the information
needed to derive a commuting purpose split was not available. Therefore, the “other” purpose
coefficients were adopted for forecasting purposes.

The calibration of the modal split equations revealed that the Difference Model rather than the
Ratio Model provided the best equations, with better modal split predictability and improved
statistical performance in most cases.

MODEL VERIFICATION

In the calibration process, socioeconomic and generalized cost elasticities were derived for the
Total Demand Model, and generalized cost elasticities were derived for the Modal Split Model.
To verify the results for the Tri-State calibration, the models were compared to the results for the
Ontario-Quebec Corridor (Windsor-Toronto-Montreal-Quebec City), the New York Corridor
(Buffalo-Albany-New York City), and the Illinois Corridor (Chicago-Springfield-St. Louis).

In general, it was found that the Tri-State model calibration had parameters which were in line
with results (typically within A20 percent) found elsewhere in the Midwest. The Total Demand
Model is almost interchangeable with the models calibrated elsewhere. In the case of the Modal
Split Model, while the results are within the range of values derived elsewhere, they are different
particularly for public versus auto and air versus surface. In overall terms, the Tri-State Model
proved to be more comparable with the recent Ontario-Quebec and New York calibrations than
with the earlier Illinois model.

FORECASTINGPROCESS

In developing ridership forecasts for the different technology and route options, two principal
inputs are required: economic scenarios which describe the likely rates of economic growth over
the forecasting period, and transportation strategies which describe the service attributes of the high
speed rail options and the competitive modes.

ECONOMIC SCENARIOS

Economic scenarios were developed to cover the economic life of the project, from the base year
1989 to the year 2024. Because the economic scenarios are intended to show the potential range
of economic growth, three economic scenarios were defined: an upper (optimistic) case, a central
(trend) case, and a lower (pessimistic) case. For each economic scenario, population, employment
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artd household income estimates are required for input to the ToW Demand Model. The \
methodology employed to develop each economic scenario included:

● A review of historical trends and variations in economic performance on a statewide
basis, as shown in Exhibit 4.13.

. The use of official state and federal (U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis) forecasts to
establish the central case option.

. An analysis of the range of forecasts made by state agencies, research institutes, and
regional economic studies to establish the upper and lower case scenarios.

Exhibit 4.13
Hworical Annual Growth Rates (1979-1988)

Per C.mita
Pomdation Income Emrdovment

Minnesota 0.72 1.41 1.86
Wisconsin 0.44 0.82 1.32
Illinois 0.18 1.01 0.92

Overall, a conservative approach was taken to identifying rates of economic growth and a wide
range of possible variations in the growth rates was incorporated in the upper and lower case
economic scenarios. The economic scenarios developed for the Tri-State Study are shown in
Exhibit 4.14.

Exhibit 4.14
Economic Scenarios Average Amual Growth Rates (1990-2024)

~ Scenario

Wisconsin Trend
Upper
Lower

Minnesota Trend
Upper
Lower

Illinois Trend
Upper
Lower

U.S.(’J --

Potmlation
Percent Avenu?e
Annual Growth

0.40
0.50
0.27

0.56
0.65
0.47

0.45
0.52
0.18

0.56

Per Qmita Income
percent Averas?e
Annual Growth

0.88
1.00
0.76

1.24
1.41
0.89

1.11
1.23
1.01

0.91

Emmiovment
Percent Average
Annual Growth

0.95
1.19
0.64

0.94
1.17
0.47

0.93
1.00
0.45

0.53

‘1) U.S. jigure is for 1988 rather than 199.
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It can be seen that the vtiations in the average annual growth rates were typically +15 to +25
percent for the upper case scenario and -20 to -50 percent for the lower case scenario, both of
which represent substantial variations from the central case (trend) scenario. Given the range of
historical variations in economic growth, while it is considered possible that the upper and lower
limits might be exceeded in any one year, they are unlikely to be exceeded in any consecutive five-
or ten-year period.

TRANSPORTATIONSTRATEGIES

Transportation strategies were developed to reflect, firstly, the competitive position of the air, auto
and bus modes at the time of the introduction of high speed rail and then, secondly, the effect of
different high speed rail technologies. The transportation strategies developed for the Tri-State
Study are shown in Exhibit 4.15.

To assess the competitive position of the other modes (air, auto and bus), a “no action” case was
defined. It included all proposed improvements to the competitive modes (improvements to
airports, highways, transit systems, etc.) but excluded any improvements to rail. The “no action”
case is the basis against which the proposed high speed rail options were judged in terms of
attracting ridership, generating revenues and increasing economic benefits.

To evaluate the potential of the different high speed rail options, a set of “action” cases was
defined, each of which reflected the performance of a single high speed rail technology (125 mph,
185 mph or 300 mph). For the two higher speed options (185 mph and 300 mph), an “action”
case was defined for both the Northern Corridor and the Southern Conidor. The Amtrak upgrade
option in the Southern Corridor was the only one developed for the 125 mph technology.

In defining the high speed rail “action” cases, a number of assumptions were made regarding the
level of service that might be offered. For example, decisions must be made about the level of
frequency and fares associated with the three rail technology options. The rail frequencies used
in this analysis (12, 18 and 24 trains per day respectively for the 125 mph, 185 mph and 300 mph
options) were based on the “rule of thumb” established by Dr. A.E. Metcalf (“Rules of Thumb
for High Speed Rail Pkmning,” Paper prepared for Union International du Chemin de Fer, 1985)
that frequencies should be based on the minimum level of service that would be reasonably
required to pay the capital costs for a 300- to 400-mile-long corridor. With respect to fares,
previous research by A.E. Metcalf, F.S. Koppdman (“Analysis of the Market Demand for High
Speed Rail in the Quebec/Ontario Corridor, ” in association with KPMG Peat MarWick, 1990), and
the Chicago Federal Reserve Bank (“High Speed Rail in the Midwest: An Economic Analysis, ”
1984) suggests that fares for high speed rail are optimized at between 65 to 75 percent of air fares.
The proposed frequencies and fares for the three technologies are shown in Exhibit 4.15.
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Exhibit 4.15
Transportation Strategies

“No Action” Case

Auto Planned Highway Investment
Current Energy Prices

Air Planned Improvements
Current Fares and Frequencies

Bus Current Fares and Frequencies

Rail AmtrakService with Planned Improvements

“Action” Case for Rail

Planned Technology Options (125 mph, 185 mph and 300 mph)

125 muh 185 m~h 300mph

Frequency (No. of Traina per Day) 12 18 24
Fare as Percent of Air Fare 65% 65% 65%

Fare for Chicago-Milwaukee $30.96 $30.96 $30.96
Fare for Chicago-Twin Cities $155.85 $155.85 $155.85

“Action” Case for Other Modes

Auto Increases in Energy Prices of 20% and 50%
Increases in Congestion of 20% and 50%

Air Reduction in Fares of 20 %
Incr- in Energy Prices of 20 % and 50 %
Increases in Congestion of 20% and 50%

Bus Reductions in Fares of 10% and 30%
Increases in Frequencies of 10% and 30%

OTHER MODE “ACTION” CASES

In addition to the high speed rail “action” cases, “action” cases were defined to evaluate the impact
on project finances of a range of sensitivity factors for the other modes. As shown in
Exhibit 4.15, they included a competitive response by the air and bus industries to implementation
of a high speed rail service, options to assess possible increases in air and auto congestion, and
increases in energy costs. The effect of increased congestion was evaluated by increasing as
appropriate air wait and delay times, auto in-vehicle times, and air and auto access times. The
impact of increased energy costs were evaluated by increasing fares and auto operating costs to
the extent that fiel is related to these costs; airfares are 25 percent fiel-related and auto operating
CCMSare 20 percent and 80 percent fuel-related for business and non-business travel respectively.
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FORECAST RESULTS

Forecasts for the five different high speed rail technology and corridor options were generated for
the same 93-zone system used for calibration. The five fortnst options were as follows:

. Southern Corridor HST (125 mph), upgraded Amtrak on revised alignment
TGV (185 mph) on Route #4
Maglev (300 mph) on Route #4

● Northern Corridor TGV (185 mph) on Route #7
Maglev (300 mph) on Route #7

In all cases, implementation of the high speed rail sefice was assumed to occur in the year 2000.
The results of these forecasts are summarized in Exhibit 4.16.

Exhibit 4.16
Rail Ridership for the Years 2000 and 2024

125 mph Total Annual

Daily Trips

Market Share

185 mph Total Annual

Daily Trips

Market Share

300 mph Total Annual

Daily Trips

Market Share

Southern Corridor
~ ~

5,759,000 8,085,000

15,800 22,200

10.3 % 10.1%

7,466,000 10,614,000

20,500 29,100

12.9% 12.8 %

8,532,000 12,177,000

23,400 33,400

14.5% 14.4%

Northern Corridor
~ ~

-- —

—

— —

7,066,000 10,149,000

19,400 27,800

12.7% 12.6%

8,104,000 11,694,000

22,200 32,000

14.3 % 14.2%

It can be seen from the forecast results that maglev (300 mph) produces more trips than TGV
(185 mph), which in turn produces more trips than HST (125 mph). The Southern Corridor
produces more trips than the Northern Corridor. The difference in ridership between the year
2000 and the year 2024 is a result of natural growth on the base year rail trips, induced rail trips,

and trips diverted to rail from air, auto and bus. The overall ridership levels rise between 40 and
45 percent by the year 2024 in both the Southern and Northern Corridors. Overall, the effect of
speed improvements from the 125 mph to the 185 mph to 300 mph is to increase demand ~,y
approximately 30 percent and 15 percent respectively. The link loadings (or the seating capaci:tY
required for each route segment) corresponding to these demand numbers are shown in Exh’ibit
4.17.
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Exhibit 4.17
Link Loadimzs bv Route Segment for the Years 2000 and 2024(1)(2)

125 muh

Twin Cities

\

1.70

1.03 Madi20n

1.81
2.65

Milwaukee

3.00
I

3.96

1Chicago

Southern Corridor

185 mrh 300 muh

Twin Cities Twin Cities

1.64

2.73

4.07 5.57 4.67 6.40

~ Chicago ● Chiago

Lml!12h m ~h

Twin Cities Twia Cities

1.60 2.01

2.24 2.74

5.18
3.79 4.42

J Chicago

‘1)MiUians of trips annual@, with the year 2~forec~~ on the ~j side of tie @s and the yeor 2024forec- on tie right side.
‘) %y defintiion, link loadings by rowe segment aclude intrazonal nips.
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MODEL VARIATIONS

At the request of the Tri-State Steering Committee, three additional model calibrations were carxied

out. The first was a calibration using half Values of Time and half Values of Frequency. This
anaiysis was designed to examine the effect of lower Values of Time and Values of Frequency on
ridership forecasts. The second was a logsum utility calibration, as the logsum model is frequently
regarded as a superior structure because it incorporates the effect of modal bias in the travel
impedance function.

A third model variation, using the modal split structure illustrated in Exhibit 4.18, was alSO
performed. This super speedlow speed modal split structure was developed specifically to
examine the impact of the Very High Speed (185 mph) and Super Speed (300 mph) rail
technologies, both of which are capable of producing timetables comparable to the air mode.

Exhibit 4.18
Super Speed/Low Speed Modal Split Structure(l)

Eiia
I

i

I

m Sqer Speed ~ de~ned ~ those lech~~~ Op~ns cap&k ofproducing timetablescomparablewilhair trave~ For the Tn”-State

Study, both the TGV (18S mph) and maglev (3W mph) technologieswere coddered Super Speed.

HALF VOT/VOF ANALYSIS

A Trade-Off Analysis using stated preference techniques was carried out to determine the VOT
and VOF values to be used in the COMPASS(’)Model. The values established in the Trade-Off
Analysis were higher than those associated with the typical 200- to 300-mile corridor studied
elsewhere in the U.S. and, as such, the Tri-State Steering Committee requested a sensitivity
analysis of lower time and frequency values. Half VOT and VOF values wem used to produce
new base year Generalized Costs, which in turn were used to calibrate new total demand and
modal split models. The resuits of this calibration are shown in Exhibit 4.19.
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Exhibit 4.19
Half VOT/VOF Model Calibration[l)

Modal Sdit Eauations Rail versus Bus

IhUIMSQ an

Business Ln(Pti/P~ = 2.280-0.008 X (GC~ - GQ
(3) (-4)

commuting Ln(Pti/P~ = 0.695- 0.008X (GC~ - GQ)
(4) (-6)

other Lrl(P~/P~ = 0.424- 0.007X (GCti - GQ
( 4) ( -2)

Modal’fdit Eauations: Surface versus Air

Pumose Eauation

Business Ln(P~Pti) = -0.931- 0.007x (GCti - GCti)
( -8) (-10)

commuting Ln(P#P*) = -0.406- 0.005x (GCti - GCti)
(-lo) (-12)

Other Ln(P~P&) = -0.393- 0.005x (GC~ - GCti)
(-11) (-13)

Modal Sdit Ecmations: Public versus Auto

El!!32W Eauation

Business Ln(P~/P,~ = 0.800-0.011 X (G% - GC,~
( 10) ( -9)

commuting b(P*/PJ = 1.824-0.008 X (G% - GC~
( 6) ( -7)

Other hl(P*/P*J = 0.956- 0.005X (G% - GC,W)
( 13) (-14)

Total Demand Eauations

E!KUE!? Eauation

Business Ln(trips) = 1.340 + 1.314X LII(SE)- 2.380X Ln(GC)
( 12) ( 13) (-16)

commuting Ln(trips) = -0.128 + 1.285X Ln(SE) - 2.435X Lu(GC)
(-lo) ( 9) (-lo)

Other Ln(trips) = -0.964 + 1.433 X Ln(SE)-2.255 X Lu(GC)
( -9) ( 14) (-12)

~

0.40

0.48

0.52

&

0.47

0.55

0.50

&

0.60

0.53

0.48

&iJ

m
41

17

10

&

-

21

10

10

=

m

19

36

22

~

0.43

0.50

0.39

(O -t* va~es are shown in parentheses.
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The half VOT/VOF model calibration was not as good statistically as the COMPASS(C)calibration
which used the full Values of Time and Values of Frequency. As anticipated, the “t” and R*
values were lower and the level of explanation was less satisfactory. This is because the half
VOT’S do not represent individuals’ behavior as well as the fuv VOT’S and VOF’S.

The key characteristics of the half VOT/VOF model is that it increased the overall volume of trip-
making, as shown in Exhibit 4.20. The lower VOT/VOF values resulted in higher modal
generalized costs (since generalized cost is calculated in minutes). Changing the VOT/VOF values
had the effect of changing the forecasting scale by expanding the generalized cost curve. The new
generalized costs skewed the distribution of forecasts by increasing the number of shorter trips at
the expense of longer trips. The shorter trips more than compensated for the loss of longer trips,
increasing overall trip levels by just over 10 percent. However, the increased trip-making was not
reflected in the revenues generated, and the overall result was a 10 percent decrease in revenue
for the 125 mph technology option and a 2 to 5 percent decrease in revenues for the 185 mph and
300 mph options.

Exhibit 4.20
Comparison of COMPASS(C)and Half VOT/VOF Model Results(l)

Half VOT/VOF Model COMPASS(C)Model
Technology ~ Annual Trius Annual Revenue Annual Trios Annual Revenue

125mph 2000 6,469,000 $207,416,000 5,759,000 $226,642,000
2024 8,895,000 $302,330,000 8,085,000 $339,459,000

185 mph 2000 8,635,000 $323,223,000 7,466,000 $336,128,000
2024 12,029,000 $478,80!3,000 10,614,000 $508,725,000

300mph 2000 10,O12,OOO $41O,385,OOO 8,532,000 $409,262,000
2024 14,182,000 $612,119,000 12,177,000 $621,585,000

(1) Revenues given in 1989 dolhs.

LOGSUM MODEL

Also, at the request of the Tri-State Steering Committee, an analysis was carried out on the effect
of using a logsum utility formulation in the forecasting process. The theory behind the logsum
model is that the utility of travel should incorporate modal biases which are typically generated by
modal split equations. The conventional wisdom is that the constant term generated by a modal
split equation in fact represents additional information on travel behavior, which is not included
in a simple generalized cost equation (as is used in COMPASS(C))because it only uses the
coefficients of the modal split equation. It is then argued that, since modal bias is an integral part
of the utility of travel, it should be incorporated in the utility function by adding it to the
generalized cost function. The way in which the constant terms is incorporated in the logsum
equation is as follows.
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.Modal Spiit Equations

P,d

P)
Ln(— =Ud-uh

h

L#z(y)=OPUM - u-
aa?

where:

Ufi = rO + rlGCti

u bus = blGCh

u~ = aO + alGCti

u Slna = co + cl Gc-

U* = ~eud + ~%)

U* = b(e ‘b + e“’u~

Total Demand Equation

L?@@ = to + @@E) + t2um

(lo)

(11)

(12)

(13)

q, al, bl, CO,c1 = Calibrated coefficients
rO, r,, 0,, 0,

~, t~, t~

The results of the logsum model calibration an shown in Exhibit 4.21.



Exhibit 4.21
Logsum Model Calibration(l)

Modal Sdit Eauations: Rail versus Bus

M Eauation

Business h(Pd/P~ = 3.011- 0.005x GCti + 0.003 X G%
(1) (-2) (2)

commuting Ln(Pd/P~ = 2.321-0.009 X GC~ + 0.006 X GQ
(3) (-4) (2)

Other Ln(P~/P~ = 1.697-0.003 X GCA + 0.002X G%
(4) (-3) (2)

Modal Sulit Eauations: Surface versus Air

EWE!2S9 l@@2!J

Business Ln(P~P*) = -10.100 + 0.963 X Uti + 0.018 X GCti
(4) (3) (3)

commuting Ln(P~Pw) = -11.067 + 0.904X U~ + 0.023 X GCti
(-5) (4) (7)

Other Ln(Pti/Pti) = -6.114 + 1.211 x Uti + 0.015 x GCti
(-2) (2) (3)

Modal Sulit Eauations: Public versus Auto

l?WQS!2 Eauation

Business Ln(P~P~ = -7.288 + 0.866 X U- + 0.014X GC_
(-2) (3) (6)

commuting Ln(P~P~ = -8.297 + 0.910X UX + 0.028 X GC_
(4) (3) (4)

Other Ln(P~P.J = -7.413 + 0.861 x U- + 0.013 x GC_
(-1) (2) (7)

Total Demand Ecmations

l!!!l!@ Eauation

Business Ln(trips) = -18.235 + 1.108 XLn(SE) + 0.706 X UW
(-3) (2) (4)

commuting Ln(trips) = -19.694 + 1.203 X Ln(SE) + 0.873 X U,.
(-5) (4) (4)

Other Ln(trips) = -17.002 + 1.076 x Lu(SE) + 0.954x Um
(-8) (6) (5)

~

0.22

0.14

0.24

~

0.13

0.14

0.12

~

0.12

0.15

0.10

~

0.20

0.18

0.23

(1) “t” values are shown in parentheses.

The “t” and R2 values for the logsum calibration were not as high as in the COMPASS(’)Model
and, in fact, were even lower than the half VOT/VOF calibration. The reason for this may lie in
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the way the model treated different trip lengths in the corridor. The logsum model has a tendency
to overpredict longer trips and underpredict shorter trips. Previous work carried out for the 1989
VIA Study of the Ontario-Quebec Corridor used a logsum model and also encountered this
problem; the model had to be reformulated incorporating distance indicator variables which
effectively adjusted the model to ehinate the problem. The reason for the lack of explanation
is probably in the assumption made by the logsum model that the regression constant term (which
is included in the utility function of the logsum model as a “modal bias”) is not really a modal bias
but simply data noise. If this is in fact the case, then incorporating the “modal bias” is equivalent
to adding a random term to the generalized cost equation, the effect of which would be to produce
an inferior result.

In terms of the forecasts produced by the Iogsum model, the forecasts were 40 to 50 percent higher
than those produced by COMPASS(C). Since the logsum model skewed the modal distribution in
favor of longer trips and since its results were even higher than the half VOT/VOF model, the
increase in trip-making for longer trips (between Chicago and Minneapolis-St. Paul for example)
appears completely unreasonable. The logsum model needs serious modification before it can be
used to effectively forecast intercity trip-making.

SUPERSPEEIYLOWSPEEDMODAL SPLITMODEL

The super speedlow speed modal split structure assumes that the very high speed and super speed

technology options are closer to air than to bus. As was shown in Exhibit 4.17, the super
speed/low speed modal split model first compares the high speed modes (very high speed or super
speed rail plus air) to low speed (bus) and secondly compares rail with air. The super spedlow
speed model can be used when rail timetables are comparable to air (as they are for the 185 mph
and 300 mph options). In effect, the rail mode is in direct competition with the air mode and the
bus mode is reserved for those travelers with the lowest Values of Time.

The super speedlow speed modal split model was derived by reevaluating the original modal split
coefficients used in the base model. The biases and elasticities of the rail mode were adjusted to
more realistically reflect a situation in which the rail and air modes are seen by the traveler as
being equally desirable. Desirability was defined as incorporating all the quantifiable and nc)n-

quantifiable factors that distinguish air from rail in the current situation. ln effect, the model

handles the mode choice between air and rail as if it were a route choice.

In terms of the impact on ridership forecasts, the super speed/low speed modal split model
increased the forecasts for the super speed technologies by some 20 percent. The distribution of
trips remained similar to that in the COMpASS(c) base model. This suggests that, if the super
spedlow speed modal split model is accepted as a realistic interpretation of the behavioral
response of individuals, then a 15 to 20 percent increase in revenues might occur that is not taken
into account in the base model.

The coefficients that differ from those used in the base COMPASS(C)calibration are shown in
Exhibit 4.22.
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Exhibit 4.22
Super Speed/Low Speed Modal Split Model: Estimated Coefficients

Suoer S& versus Low Sw3ed

Wx?s!2 Mu@
Buaineaa Ln(P~Pb) = 2.950-0.009 X (G% - GC1,J

commuting Ln(P#b) = 0.631-0.008 X (G~@ - GC,_)

Other Ln(Pm/Ph) = 0.382- 0.007X (G% - GC1~)

Rail veraua Air

b E!MiQn
Buaineaa Ln(P~/Pti) = 0.000-0.006 x (GC~ - GCti)

commuting Ln(Pfi/Pfi) = 0.000- 0.005x (GCti - GCti)

other Ln(P~/Pfi) = 0.420- 0.005X (GCM - GCti)

High Sueed

u

45

15

9

@Jl

Bi?2u?Q
o

0

10

RESULTS OF THE MODEL VARIATIONS

Three model variations were examined, testing the sensitivity of the COMPASS(C)Model to
alternative functions and structures. The results of the alternative calibrations are shown in
Exhibit 4.23.

Exhibit 4.23
Comparison of Forecasts for the Southern Corridor

COMPASS
Technolosw ~ Model

125 mph 2000 5,759,000
2024 8,085,000

185 mph 2000 7,466,000
2024 10,614,000

300 mph 2000 8,532,000
2024 12,177,000

9,043,000
12,925,000

10,343,OOO
14,831,000

Half VOT/
Half VOF

Model

6,469,000
8,895,000

8,635,000
12,029,000

10,O12,OOO
14,182,000

LQE!!!a
Model

8,090,000
12,991,000

10,156,000
16,365,000

11,686,000
18,846,000

The following observations are made about the three model variations:

. The super spedlow speed modal split model, which uses a structure that allows high
speed raii to compete directly with air travel, produced 20% more corridor trips. This
is a useful structure for more accurately forecasting demand for the very high speed and
super speed options which have characteristics more in common with air travel than
“conventional” rail travel.
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. The half VOT/VOF model resulted in an increase in total trips, due to the higher
elasticity of shorter trips. The model did not perform as well as the COMPASSfc)base
model. This reinforces the concision that the Attitudinal Survey did effectively measure
Values of Time in the Tri-State Corridor, and that those values are a realistic
interpretation of travel behavior.

. The logsum model resulted in a higher level of trip-making with a skewed distribution
favoring longer trips. The model did not perform well, probably due to the role of the
“modal bias” in the model which distorts travel behavior.

.
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CHA~ER 5

SYSTEM OPERATIONS

The analysis of train operations and the development of an operational plan was concerned with
three assessments:

● Establishing train running times and timetables.

● Identifying rolling stock requirements and, in particular, the number and size of train sets
needed to operate the timetables.

. Evaluating the likely levels of freight train interference.

Since rolling stock requirements are determined by the timetables, this assessment followed the
development of train running times and timetables.

TRAIN RUNNING TIMES AND TIMETABLES

To estimate train running times, the LOCOMOTION(C)Train Performance Calculator was used.
LOCOMOTION(C) estimates the speed of a train given various types of track geometry, curves,
gradients and station stopping patterns. It then calculates the train running time for each route
segment and sums the times to produce a timetable. LOCOMOTION(C)assumes that a train will
accelerate to the maximum possible speed and will only slow down for stations or speed
restrictions due to curves, crossings, tunnels or other civil engineering works.

The input data for LOCOMOTION(C) consists of milepost-by-milepost data (as fine as l/10th of
a mile) defining gradient and curve conditions along the track. For the Tri-State Study, these data
were derived from the condensed profde for existing rail alignments and from field inspection data
for new routes. To assess the speed of the three technology options, specific lateral
acceleration/deceleration and horizontal curve speed constraint graphs, as shown in Exhibits 5.1
and 5.2, were derived directly from data received from manufacturers.
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Exhibit 5.1
AcceleratiotiDecelemtion Curves for 125 mph, 185 mph and 300 mph Technologies

speed
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Exhibit 5.2

Curving Speed Constraint for 125 mph, 185 mph and 300 mph Technologies
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The performance of the LOCOMOTION(C)model was tested, and the model was calibrated using
data that rel’lect the track geometry, station stopping patterns and operating characteristics of
existing diesel technology. Exhibit 5.3 shows a comparison of the current Amtrak timetable with
the results from LOCOMOTION(C). The existing Amtrak schedule was assembled by taking the
minimum station-to-station times and considering both westbound and eastbound travel. These
minimum times reflect the most optimistic Amtrak times with the least interference. This was
necessary since LOCOMOTION(C)cannot account for the slack time that is built into the Amtrak
schedule. It should be noted that the calibration times are usually lower than the actual timetable
times, since an allowance for train interference and operating safety cannot be entered into the
train performance analysis. Overall, it was found that LOCOMOTION(C) simulated the current
Amtrak Timetable well and could be used to provide an assessment of timetable improvements that
might be obtained with faster technologies and civil engineering improvements.

Exhibit 5.3
Comparison of Amtrak Tiietable with LOCOMOTION(C)Results

Station City l!@!?Sl

Chicago, IL o

Glenview, 11 17

Milwaukee, WI 85

Columbus, WI 150

Portage, WI 178

Wisconsin Dells, WI 195

Tomah, WI 240

La Crosse, WI 281

Winona, WI 308

Red Wing, MN 371

Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN 418

Amtrak
Existing Schedule

Station-to-Station Cumulative
M“, mutes Hours

21

60

77

26

19

41

43

35

64

67

Dp 0:00

Dp 0:24

Dp 1:27

Dp 2:47

Dp 3:16

Dp 3:38

Dp 4:22

Dp 5:08

Dp 5:46

Dp 6:53

Ar 8:03

LOCOMOTION
Existixw Schedule

Station-to-Station Cumulative
Minutes Hours

26

63

62

29

18

38

38

32

69

66

Dp 0:00

Dp 0:29

Dp 1:35

Dp 2:40

Dp 3:12

Dp 3:33

Dp 4:14

Dp 4:55

Dp 5:30

Dp 6:42

Ar 7:58

TIMETABLE DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA

To evaluate the potential timetables for each technology, a series of investment scenarios were
developed. The investment scenarios were based on different levels of improvement and, thus,
different levels of costs for each option. Exhibit 5.4 illustrates the four levels of potential
improvement that might be developed for each technology option.
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Exhibit 5.4
LOCOMOTION(C)Rail Investment Scenario

Level 1 Levei 2 Levei 3 Levei 4

Increasing Investment Dollars

Increasing Route Deviation from Existing Alignment

Levei 1 - Upgradeson ExistingAmmaicAlignment
Levei 2 - Level 1Plus MinorDeviationsto Alignment

@p to 30% of Route)
Levei 3 - Levei2 Plus MajorDeviationsto Alignment

(Upto 95% of Route)
Level 4 - TorallyNew Alimment

Level 1 represents upgrades to existing track, within the existing alignment, to achieve a
commercial speed of 125 mph on tangent (straight) track and 68 to 125 mph on cunms. In urban
areas, the speed on tunes may sometimes be much lower as the right-of-way “twists” its way into
the city center. A level 1 investment includes improvements to ballast, ties, rail, and structures
such as bridges and culverts that are needed to obtain the maximum speed possible and the fastest
time.

Level 2 involves realignment improvements except in urban areas, on both tangent and curved
track, to allow the maximum feasible speed. R includes considerable work in widening cmes to
allow full-speed operations, and could include tie purchase of new right-of-way and the rebuilding
of the subgrade. ballast, ties and nils. Typically, existing track can be realigned to allow 125 mph
on curves, but the civil engineefig ~d cost restrictions to allow higher speeds are too severe.

With a level 3 investment, major route improvements are made to overcome any significant speed,
environmental, or m~ket demand cons~~ UWiati with the existing track and to thereby
provide significant improvements to the timetable. ~S is the type of investment typically required
for 185 mph trains. Because existing rights-of-way will SW be used in the urban areas, 185 mph
trains will face considerable reductions in speed in these areas.
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Level 4 calls for a new right-of-way for the entire corridor. Level 4 optim~ engin=fig,

environmental and market demand factors and allows the fastest speeds. Such an approach is
suitable for the 300 mph option which cannot share an existing right-of-way anyway and wouid
face significant delays without an entirely new route.

For the Very High Speed and Super Speed options (185 mph and 300 mph), investment levels 1
and 2 are largely irrelevant as a new right-of-way for most of the corridor is needed in each case.
For the 185 mph option, some intenvorking with existing trains is possible in the urban areas and,
as such, a level 3 investment was proposed for this technology. As already noted, the 300 mph
technology must have a new right-of-way. Exhibit 5.5 shows the range of investment scenarios
tested, as well as those selected as most appropriate, for each technology option.

Exhibit 5.5
LOCOMOTION(’) Rail Scenario Test Strategy

InvestmentLevels

1 2 3 4
1

100

125 ● * ●

185 .0●
300 04●

. Tested Investment Scenario

O Selected Investment ScentiO

DEVELOPMEiiT OF TIMETABLES

As a first step in developing timetables for the - technologies, the 125 mph option was tested
in reiation to investment levels 1 and 2. To fully assess timetable improvements for the 125 mph
option, it was run also as a 100 mph Option. Exhibit 5.6 shows the train running times that can
be achieved for 100 mph and 125 mph speeds on the existing alignment (level 1) and a revised
alignment (level 2).
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Exhibit 5.6
Chicago to Minneapolis-St. Paul Amtrak Service
with 100 mnh and 125 mph Train Running Trees

Timetable
Trsck Cbtion S22%! (No. of Hours]

Existing Alignment(’) 79 mph 8 hours

Existing Alignment 100 mph 6 hours and 38 minutes

Revised Alignment 100 mph 6 hours and 14 Illilllltes

Existing Alignment 12S mph 6 hours snd 6 minutes

Revised Alignment 125 mph 5 hOU13 and 26 IliIlUt4?S

It can be seen that increasing speeds from the existing Amtrak timetable to 100 mph and 125 mph
on the existing alignment would result in a savings of almost 1% hours for the 100 mph option and
2 hours for the 125 mph option (from 8 hours to 6 hours and 38 minutes and 6 hours and
6 minutes respectively).

Further improvements to the alignment would allow overall speeds for the 100 mph option to

increase and the timetable to improve by an addh.ional twenty-four minutes (from 6 hours and

38 minutes to 6 hours and 14 minutes). For the 125 mph option, further improvements to the
alignment would reduce the timetable by an additional half-hour (from 6 hours and 6 minutes to
5 hours and 26 minutes).

Improvements to train running times were evaluated using LOCOMOTION(C)speed profde graphs,
examples of which are shown in Exhibits 5.7. Where speed restrictions were found from
inspection of the graphs. an engineering evaluation was made of the potential for improvement and
its likely cost. Improvements were ranked according to level of cost against the improvement in
the timetable and the most significant improvements were included in the investment scenarios.
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Exhibit 5.7
Sample LOCOMOTIOWJ S-d Proffle G~Dbs

Mihusukec to Columbus - Existing Alimun Cnt- lx mnh

speed
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140
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1236567891 J~llJlllf 222222222233333333336444446 44455555555556666666
012345678901236567890 123456789012345678901 234567890123456

M.kpost

Mihvsukeet oColumbus -RevisedAlignm ent- 125muh

speed
(mph)

140
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100

80

60
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20

0

1234567891111111111222 2222222333333333364646444445 555S555556666666
012345678901234567890 12365670901234567890 1234567890123b56

Milepst
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TWUN RUNNING TIME RESULTS

For txwh route and technology option, - running times were de~elo@ for each of the
investment scenarios shown in Exhibit 5.8. In the Southern Corridor, Route #l was developed
from the existing Amtrak route for the 125 mph twtiology, while a new or largely new
alignment, Route #4, was seiected for the 185 mph and 300 mph technologies; in the Northern
Corridor, a new or largely new tignment, Route #7, WaSsekcted for the 185 mph and 300 mph
technologies.

Exhibit 5.8
Rail Investment Scenarios

Southern Corndor

I.nvesunent Levels

-IIImE1
100 ● ●

125 ● ● ●

185 ● o

300 ●

Level 1 Existing hxrslc Alignment
Levei 2 Revised AIM& Alignment
Level 3 Route #4
Level 4 Route #7

Investment Leveis

100

125

185 ●

300 ●

Level 4 Route #7

The train running times for each technology and route option are shown in Exhibit 5.9. It should
be noted that the train running times for the 125 mph and 185 mph technologies assumed a
2-minute stopping time at each station plUSslack time for late running. It was assumed that the
300 mph option would not requhe slack time as it wouid be operating on its own right-of-way in
a carefully monitored and controlled environment.

As shown in Exhibit 5.9, it can be seen that the 125 mph t=hnology takes 4 hours and 20 minutes,
including stopping and slack time, at a commercial S- of 100 mph for the journey between
Chicago and Minneapolis-St. Paul. This is a reason~le commercial speed, typical of British Rail
operations. The 185 mph technology takes some 3 hours and 15 minutes for the trip between
Chicago and Minneapolis-St. Paul, with a commercti speed of 133 mph. This is a relatively low
commercial speed compared with the 150 mph ac~ev~ by TGV in France, but is Iargeiy due to
the speed restrictions between Chicago and Milwaukee. The first 85 miles to Milwaukee is
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completed in 50 minutes, with a commercial speed of 103 mph; between Milwaukee and
Minneapolis-St. Paul, the commercial speed is 143 mph. The 300 mph technology option takes
2 hours and 15 minutes for the journey between Chicago and Minneapolis-St. Paul, with a
commercial speed of 192 mph. Again, the journey time between Chicago and Milwaukee is
relatively slow, with a commercial speed of only 137 mph and a journey time of 38 minutes.

In the Northern Corridor, the 185 mph technology takes 3 hours and 20 minutes at a commercial
speed of 138 mph. While the Northern Corridor is 28 miles longer than the Southern Corridor,
the train running time is only 5 minutes longer because the mileage is completed at top sped.
The Chicago to Milwaukee segment is the same as the Southern Corridor and the same speed
restrictions apply, For the 300 mph technology, the timetable is 2 hours and 20 minutes and, like
the 185 mph technology, it takes only 5 minutes longer than on the Southern Corridor, attaining
a commercial speed of 196 mph.

Exhibit 5.9
Timetable for 125 mph, 185 mph and 300 mph Technologies

Southern Corridor Northern Corridor

Chicago

Chicago Suburb

Milwaukee

Madiaon
Wrightstown

Twin Cities Suburb

Twin Cities

Total Corridor Time

Mile~ost

o

18

85

165
190

423
452

433
461

125 muh
Schedule

~

0:00

0:26

1:00

1:45

4:06

4:15

4:20

185 mvh
Schedule

~

@Q!@

0:00

0:24

0:50

1:30
--

2:58

3:07

3:15

300mvh
Schedule

~

Q!Q!@

0:00

0:15

0:38

1:08

2:06

2:15

2:15

185mnh
Schedule

~

-

0:00

0:24

0:50

1:33

3:02

3:11

3:20

300 mnh
Schedule

~

Q!2!!!Q

0:00

0:15

0:38

1:11

2:11

2:20

2:20

FLEET REQ~TS

Given the definition of train running times, the second concern of the operating plan was the fleet
requirement. Using the final set of train times, an analysis was made of the departure and arrival
times of trains so that the overall rolling stock required to” service the timetables could be
determined.

An important factor impacting fleet size is the time required for train cleaning and preparation.
British Rail claims the ability to turnaround its HST trains in as little as fifteen minutes, while
SNCF practice with the TGV is to take Upto WIhour. Discussions with SNCF have suggested that
a shorter turnaround time would be possible, Partic*ly if a more thorough cl-g could take
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place in non-peak hours or at night. A thirty-minute turnaround time was therefore assumed for
the Tri-State Study.

Additional planning assumptions included: train frequencies of 12, 18 and 24 trains per day
respectively for the 125 mph, 185 mph and 300 mph options, and a weekly operating schedule
based on five full weekdays and half-days on Saturdays and Sundays (or 312 days per year).

Finally, although it may be physically possible to service a timetable with a given set of times,
consideration was given to the life cycle cost maximum mileage for each type of technology. The
125 mph technology is capable of up to 250,000 miles per year and the 185 mph technology,
290,000 miles per year. For the 300 mph technology, 350,000 miles per year was assumed. On
this basis, the fleet size was evaluated at 13 train sets for the 125 mph option, 18 train sets for the
185 mph option on both the Northern and Southern Corridors, and 19 train sets for the 300 mph
option on both the Northern and Southern Corridors.

TRAIN CONSIST SIZE

The third operating issue evaluated was train consist requirements for each corridor and each
technology option. Using the estimated link loadings (or seating capacity required for each route
segment), an assessment was made of passenger seating requirements. Exhibit 5.10 provides
estimates of seating requirements for each technology for the years 2000 and 2024 for the
Milwaukee-Madison segment of the Southern Corridor and the Milwaukee-Wrightstown segment
of the Northern Corridor. These segments were selected as providing the average loading for each
corridor. For example, on the Southern Corridor, the Madison-Minneapolis/St. Paul segment has
a lower loading while the Milwaukee-Chicago segment has a higher loading. It was assumed that
on the other segments traffic would be balanced by using appropriate pricing structures. It can be

seen that, for each technology option, the train loadings range between 220 and 353 passengers
for the Southern Corridor and between 200 and 276 passengers for the Northern Corridor.
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Exhibit 5.10
Passenger Seating Requirements for the Yearn 2000 and 2024

Technology Ontion

Southern Corridor. Milwaukee to Madison

125 mph

185 mph

300mph

Northern Corridor. Milwaukee to WriQhtstown

185 mph

300mph

Year 2000

1,811,000 paaaengers
241 people/train

2,734,000 pasaengera
243 peopleltrain

3,297,000 paaaengers
220 people/train

2,243,000passengers
200 people/train

2,741,000 passengers
183 people/train

Year 2024

2,651,000 paaaemgers
353 peoplehain

4,017,000 paasellgers
358 People/train

4,859,000 passengers
324 peoplehrain

3,377,000passengers
301people/train

4,139,000passengers
276People/tmin

The train seating capacities for a 1-8-1 consist, which was selected as the base case for the Tri-
State Study, are shown in Exhibit 5.11. The TGV (185 mph) provides 444 seats per train, the
HST (125 mph) 504 seats per train, and maglev (300 mph) 576 seats per train. At a 64 percent
loading, which is a very good load factor for high speed train operations in a deregulated market,
the typical passenger load for a 1-8-1 consist for the TGV and HST and a 2 x 3 for the maglev
would be”approximately 320, 280 and 370 passengers per train respectively, or an average of 325
passengers per train.

Exhibit 5.11
High Speed Train Seating Capacity for 1-8-1 Consist (Number of Seats by Type of Train)

Numhe.r of Cars Number of Smts
Class of Car per Train Set ~ ~ Ma~lev

First Clasa 2 96 78 n.a.

Second Class 6 408 366 n.a.

Total 8 504 444 576

Loading(’) -- 323 284 369

This suggests that the passenger levels forecast for both the Northern and Southern Corridors
would prove ideal for a 1-8-1 consist. Assuming typical high speed train loading patterns
(64 percent i 55 percent), peak daily, peak weekly and seasonal traffic could readily be
accommodated by this type of consist.
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For study purposes, the train consist for the 125 mph and 185 mph technologies was 1-8-1 for both
the Northern and Southern Corridors. For maglev, the train consist was three two-car sets for the
Northern Conidor and four two-car sets for the Southern Corridor.

l?REIGHT TRAIN ~cE

With respect to the operation of high speed rail systems, the potential level of freight train
interference will be different in each case. The 125 mph technology option will use an existing
freight railroad right-of-way and could therefore conflict directly with freight train operations. The
185 option will use a new right-of-way outside the urban areas, but must use a common right-of-
way to access the downtowns of the major cities (Chicago, Milwaukee and Minneapolis-St. Paul).
The 300 mph option would have its own elevated guideway, and it was assumed it could access
cities without directly interfering with freight operations.

In order to measure the potential for freight interference, an evaluation was made of the capacity
of the relevant rights-of-way. Exhibit 5.12 shows that, on the Minneapolis-St. Paul to Milwaukee
segment of the route, there are currently 24 trains per day and, on the Milwaukee to Chicago
segment, 51 trains per day. For the 125 mph option, with the proposed high speed rail service,
the numbers would increase to 46 and 63 respectively on the two segments.

This level of use would exceed the current capacity of the two segments which is approximately
36 and 60 trains per day respectively. However, because the implementation of a high speed rail
system would include the provision of double track and the upgrading of the signaling and
communications system throughout the corridor, a capacity of 80+ trains per day would be
provided. This suggests that more than adequate capacity would be available to accommodate the
125 mph in conjunction with current freight operations. Moreover, it should be noted that it would
be possible to virtually separate passenger and freight operations, with passenger service operating
during the day and freight operations at night.

However, because freight railroads are highly sensitive to sharing their track with passenger
operations even when adequate track capacity is available, it is not always easy to obtain the
cooperation of the freight railroads. To provide extra capacity in areas where the freight railroads
might prove particularly sensitive to sharing track with passenger operations, to ensure that the
freight railroads can handle their operations in a manner appropriate to their customers’ needs, and
to accommodate some expansion in freight traffic, an allowance for some 60 additional miles of
track was added to the capital costs for the 125 mph and 185 mph options. This additional track
would provide adequate capacity in urban areas and near industrial sidings to ensure that specific
“bottlenecks” could be overcome. Finally, to ensure that freight locomotives can easily cross the

track near major industrial sites, a rail-over-rail grade separation was provided for the 125 mph

option at the entrance to the major cities. Similar track and grade separation costs were

incorporated for the 185 mph technology option.

In conclusion, if the principle of train interworking can be established with the operating freight
railroads, there would be adequate capacity to meet the needs of both freight and high speed
passenger trains.
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Exhibit 5.12
Train Interference Analysis

Current Traffic (Trains mx Day)

Freight
Amtrak
Metra

Total

ProDosed High Sc-eedRail Tmffic (Trains per Day)

125 mph Technology Option (HS~
Existing Freight/Other

Total

Minneapolis-St. Paul Milwaukee
to Milwaukee to Chicw?o

22 24
2 12

15

24 51

24
22

46

24
39

63

Track Cauacitv (Trains Der Dayj

Current Capacity 36 60
Capacity with 125 mph (HST) Upgrade(l) 80 + 80 +

‘:) Double track, CTC.
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Cmwrm 6

REVENUESAND COSTS

The revenues and costs associated with providing high speed rail in the Tri-State Corridor were
calculated for each technology and
key inputs to the financial analysis

route option. The revenues and costs for each option are the
and the assessment of the project’s viability.

REVENUES

The revenues generated by a high speed rail operation would in practice include not just the fares
paid by passengers but also the revenues from land development, car parking, car rental facilities,
express package services, station concessions, and other specialized services such as high speed
container freight operations. For the purpose of this analysis, however, only fare box revenues
were included. While revenues derived from the fare box are the most significant source of
income, they are very much a conservative estimate of the potential income that a high speed rail
service can generate. It should be noted that including only fares in the revenues understates
potential total revenues by 20 to 60 percent, depending on the way in which the project is financed
and the degree of property development and other revenue-producing activities associated with the
project.

The fare box revenues for each high speed rail option were calculated by applying the appropriate
fare to the rail ndership forecasts for all origin-destination zone pairs. Specifically, the revenue
was estimated as follows:

R- =LL_x Fw

where

Rmfw9’= Revenue generated from link m-n for purpose p in year y

L% = Total link loading on link m-n for purpose p in year y

F- = Fare to cross link m-n for purpose p in base year dollars

Exhibit 6.1 shows the total revenue generated from the five forecast high speed rail
route/technology options for the central case economic scenario.
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Exhibit 6.1
Total Revenue Pro.iections (1989$)

Southern Corridor Northern Corridor

Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

QP@2Q QQ!2!Q w O@ion 4 w
& (125 muh] ~ Q!!!@@ fMQQ!l) Q@@!)
~ooo $227 million $336 million $409 rdion $311 million $380 million

~024 $341 million $511 million $624 million $477 million $584 million

It can be seen that the Southern Corridor generates approximately 8 percent more revenue for each
of the high speed rail technology options, and that revenues grow in real terms by approximately
50 percent over the life of the project. In overall terms, the 300 mph option generates just under
twice the income of the 125 mph option, while the 185 option is 50 percent greater than the
125 mph technology option.

OPERATING AND ~INTENANCE COSTS

Given an understanding of the infrastructure, timetables, and rolling stock requirements for each
technology, annual operating and maintenance costs were prepared for each route and technology
option. Key cost items include the maintenance of track (or guideway), signals and
communications, rolling stock, electrical equipment, and the operations of trains including crew,
energy costs, the care of passengers at stations and terminals and, finally, the management and
administrative costs associated with the marketing, financial control, operating and engineering
management of the railroad. The annual operating and maintenance costs for the Southern
Corridor and Northern Corridor were derived by applying unit costs to the relevant omratitw
statistics (number of train set miles, route miles, track
technology options.

ties and passengers) for each of th~

OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE UNIT COSTS

For each technology option, the operating and maintenance unit costs were estimated from an
analysis of costs prepared for a range of U. S., Canadian, and European studies. These studies
included the 1983 VIA Rail operating studies of SNCF, Transmark and JNR technologies and the
1989 VIA report for the Windsor-Quebec City Corridor; the Florida, Texas and Los Angeles-Las
Vegas studies of TGV, I.C. E., and maglev; the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago’s study of high
speed rail in the Midwest; the Detroit-Chicago 125 mph and 150 mph high speed rail study by
Bechtel; Transmark’s Edmonton-Calgary study; Peat MarWick’s operating cost study for Ohio; as
well as direct input from British Rail, JNR, Transrapid, TGV, and Powell/Danby on the
superconducting maglev technology. The results of this analysis are shown in Exhibit 6.2.
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Exhibit 6.2
Operating and Maintenance Unit Costs (1989$)

Cost Item

1. Track/Guideway

2. Signals and Communications

3. Electrification

4. Rolling Stock

5. Train Crew

6. Control Staff

7. Station Staff

8. Energy

9. Administration

Per track mile

Per track mile

Per track mile

Per train set per mile

Per train set per mile

Per route mile

Per pasaenger

Per train set per mile

Fixed cost estimate

125 muh
unit cost

26,880

10,750

—

9.41

1.86

5,100

1.26

4.03

4,200,000

185 m~h
Unit Cost

33,600

10,750

6,300

4.03

1.67

5,100

1.05

3.76

6,300,000

300 mvh
Unit Cost

20,160

10,750

27,720

1.74

1.60

5,100

0.84

6.05

6,700,000

In general, the operating and maintenance unit costs developed for the Tri-State Study are

somewhat lower than those suggested by some of the earlier studies, such as the 1983 VIA study.
The 1983 VIA estimates were based on European and Japanese operating cost estimates modified
to Canadian conditions. At that time, North American as well as French, British and Japanese
railroad practice reflected a highly labor-intensive, “unionized” operation. In more recent years,
there have been substantial productivity improvements in European and Japanese railroads and, as
a result, operating costs have fallen. For example, British Rail in the mid-1980’s went through ‘
a series of strike actions to increase “effective” driver operating hours from four to five-and-a-half
hours per day.

Although the latest studies in Texas, Florida and Los Angeles-Las Vegas have suggested
significantly reduced high speed train operating costs, these studies based their operating costs on
the three years of operating practice of the TGV reported by N. Brand and M. Lucas in the paper
“Operating and Maintenance Costs of the TGV High Speed Rail System. ” The weakness in the
use of this data is that the operating and maintenance costs of any new system are always relatively
low in the first few years but increase over the life cycle of the equipment. To overcome this
limitation, the life cycle costs reported for the TGV and HST have been adjusted to reflect more
realistic life cycle operating costs.

For the 300 mph technology, expert advice was sought from Powell/Danby on the issues of
maintenance, life cycle costs, and annual mileage for maglev.
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ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

The annual operating and maintenance costs for each corridor and each technology option are given
in Exhibit 6.3. The largest cost items are track, signals and communications, rolling stock, and
energy.

Exhibit 6.3
Annual Operating and Maintenance Costs (1989$)

Southern Corridor

Cost Item

1. Track/Guideway

2. Signals and Communications

3. Electrification

4. Roliing Stock

5. Train Crew

6. Control Staff

7. Station Staff

8. Energy

9. Administration

Total ~ual O & M Costs

Northern Corridor

Cost Item

1. Track/Guideway

2. Signals and Communications

3. Electrification

4. Rolling Stock

5. Train Crew

6. Control Staff

7. Station Staff

8. Energy

9. Administration

Total Annual O & M Costs

125 muh Costs

$23,278,080

9,309,500

0

30,510,081

6,030,685

2,208,300

2,281,860

13,066,485

4,200,000

$90,884,991

185 muh Costs

$29,097,600

9,309,500

5,455,800

19,599,728

8,121,972

2,208,300

2,870,700

18,286,595

6,300,000

300 muh Costs

$17,458,560

9,309,500

24,005,520

11,283,218

10,375,373

2,208,300

2,769,480

39,231,878

6700,000

$101,250,194 $123,341,829

185 mDh Costs 300 mDh Costs

$31,046,400 $18,627,840

9,933,000 9,933,000

5,821,200 25,613,280

20,912,412 12,038,907

8,665,937 11,070,259

2,356,200 2,356,200

2,355,150 2,302,440

19,511,332 41,859,418

6,300,000 6,700,000

$106,901,631 $130,501,344

For the Southern Corridor, total operating and maintenance costs rise from $90.88 million per year
for the 125 mph, to $101.25 million per year for the 185 mph, to $123.34 million per year for the
300 mph technology option. For the Northern Corridor, total operating and maintenance costs
increase from $106.9 million per year for the 185 mph option, to $130.5 million per year for the
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300 mph option. As might be anticipated, the marginal costs of operating and maintenance do not
rise significantly with increased speed (only by 36 percent from the 12 trains per day, 125 mph
operation to the 24 trains per day, 300 mph operation). This is because most of the operating and
maintenance costs are essentially fixed costs.

-STRUCTURE COSTS

The infrastructure cost analysis was carried out by applying unit costs derived from a range of
North American studies to the physical quantities associated with the routes selected in the
engineering analysis. From the range of possible investment scenarios for each technology option,
consideration was given to the potential for upgrading the route, the development of a new route,
and the selection of the most appropriate technology. The selected technology/route options
included:

. High Speed (125 mph) Upgrade of Route #1, Existing Amtrak Route

. Very High Speed (185 mph) New right-of-way for Route #4 in the Southern
Corridor and Route #7 in the Northern Corridor

. Super Speed (300 mph) New right-of-way for Route #4 in the Southern
Corridor and Route #7 in the Northern Corridor

INFRASTRUCTURE UNIT COSTS

As with the operating and maintenance unit costs, the infrastructure unit costs were derived from
an analysis of engineering unit costs associated with a range of North American projects and
studies, with input from Powell/Danby on the unit costs for the 300 mph technology option. All
unit costs include 15 percent for contingency and 3 percent for construction management. The
results of this analysis are shown in Exhibit 6.4.
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Exhibit 6.4
Infrastructure Unit Costs for 125 mph and 185 mph Technologies (1989$)

Cost Item

1.

7-.

3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Land
Rural
Urban

Grading(i)

Track(z)
Rail with Concrete Ties
Freight Track
Rail Replacement (Welded Rail Relay)
High-Speed Crossover
High-Speed Turnout
Low-Speed Turnouts
Tie Renewal’3’

Signals and Communications - New Route(4)

Electrification

Fencing

Grade Crossing Protection
At-Grade Short Arm
At43ade Compiete Gate
Highway over Rail

Four-Lane Urban Expressway
Four-Lane Rural Expressway
Two-Lane Highway

Rail over Rail
Rail over Highway
Road Diversions
Pedestrian/Animal Crossings
Farm Crossings

Stations
v1 ew
Refurbished

Maintenance Facilities

Demolition
Residential
Commercial

Rolling Stock
14-1 Consist for 125 mph
14-1 Consist for 185 mph
1-8-1 Consist for 125 mph
1-8-1 Consist for 185 mph

1

JJniJ

Per mile
Per mile

Per specific estimate

Per mile
Per mile
Per mile

Each
Each
Each
Each

Per mile

Per mile

Per route mile

Each
Each

Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each

Per route mile

Each
i Each

Each

Each
Each

Each
Each
Each
Each

Unit Cost

82,000
245,000

Per specific estimate

570,000
800,000
261,000
285,000
122,000
39,000

35

505,000

600,000

168,000

170,000
211,000

6,520,000
1,630,000
1,222,000
4,075,000
1,222,000

277,000
122,000
45,000

1,630,000
244,000

3,260,000

100,OOO
150,000

11,116,000
14,079,000
13,040,000
16,300,000

(I) Detemined ~ an Ona&sti Of topography on a milepOst-by-milePost b~~.
(2) Inc[~e~ all ~bor, ~qulPment, ~all ties, other ~~k m~etil, ati ballart required to compiete one operating tr~k

(3) Incties the replacement of deteriorated n“esto permit 125 mph sPeek-
w Incldes au ~or, equIPmenlad ~etii to construct a .Ust centuryawmfor the 125 mph ~ 185 mph oP~~.
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With respect to the 125 mph and 185 mph technologies, because these are proven systems which
have been implemented, the unit cost estimates were easily determined and are likely to prove a
highly reliable guide to infrastructure costs for these technologies.

This was not the case with the 300 mph maglev technology and the unit costs for this technology
are likely to prove less reliable, particularly with respect to the vehicles and electronic systems.
The guideway costs which represent a substantial part of the 300 mph total infrastructure costs can
be easily determined once the weight of the vehicle is known, as considerable experience exists
in building concrete structures. For the Tri-State Study, the U.S./Japanese superconducting

maglev technology was selected as the representative technology for the 300 mph option, rather

than the electromagnetic system that was used in many of the earlier studies such as Florida and

California. However, at the request of the Tri-State Steering Committee, the costs of both systems
were calculated as shown in Exhibit 6.5. Since there is a substantial difference in vehicle weight
between the two maglev systems, the guideway cost estimates for the electromagnetic system are
nearly 40 percent higher than those for the superconducting.

Exhibit 6.5
Comparison of Unit Costs for Maglev Infrastructure (1989$)(1)

Superconducting Electromaaetic

Average Cost per Mile 11,112,000 16,009,000

Grading Cost per Mile 668,000 668,000

Guideway Cost per Mile 6,250,000 8,580,000

Guideway Equipment per Mile 1,392,000 3,040,000

Power Supply per Mile 1,320,000 1,816,000

Maintenance Facility 10,600,000 10,600,000

w Unu ~-~a for superco~~thg Mg[ev were provided by PowelllDanby; unu costs for eiectromagneti.c Mgiev were bared on

Trarwrapid estimates.

INFRASTRUCTUREAND TOTAL CAPITALCOST ESTIMATES

The construction quantities for each route were calculated on the basis of milepost data developed
for each route alignment. For example, curvature reductions and earthwork quantities for the
125 mph upgrade option were computed between mileposts and then quantified as a route total.
For each route/technology option, the land acquisition and building demolition, earthworks, track
work, crossings, fencing, signals and communications, station modifications and maintenance
facility needs were estimated.

The infrastructure costs were then obtained by applying the unit costs to the physical quantities
estimated for each routekchnology option. The infitructure cost estimates are shown in
Exhibits 6.6 to 6.8. It should be noted that a project management fee of 4 percent and an
engineering design fee of 6 percent were applied to provide a total construction cost estimate.
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Exhibit 6.6
Estimated Construction Cost for 125 mph Technology
Upgraded Amtrak on Route #1 in Southern Corridor (1989$)

Cost Item ~

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Cumature Reduction~’J

Crossings(:]

Signals and Communications

Fencing

New Welded Rail Relay

New Cross Ties

Restore Double Track

High-Speed Crossovers

Low-Speed Turnouts

Install New Freight Side Tracks

Farm Crossings

Stationsc)

Maintenance Facilities

$62,957,000

40,494,000

211,090,000

70,224,000

106,227,000

10,640,000

78,603,000

6,270,000

4,875,000

48,000,000

18,81O,OOO

16,196,000

6,520,000

Total Infrastructure Cost $680,906,000

Project Management Fee (4%) 27,236,000
Engineering Design Fee (6%) 40,854,000

Total Construction Cost $748,996,000

cl) I~[udes ~nd acqutiition COStS.

(1)Ass~~s ~&sure of lighl~ traveled roadways, instah!atian of gates at crossings for tWO-hne highnuys, and co~~uctian of

overpasseshderparses at crossingsfor four-hme highways.
@ Inclties upgr~ing Of the twelve existing Amtrak sta~ns.
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Exhibit 6.7
Estimated Construction Costs for 185 mph Technology (1989$)
Route #4 in the Southern Corridor and Route #7 in the Northern Corridor

Cost Item Costs for Route #4 Costs for Route #7

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

lQO

13.

14.

Land - Rural

Land - Urban

Grading (New Construction)

Highway and Stream Crossings

Signals and Communications

Fencing

Electrification

Construct Track

High-Speed Turnouts

Refurbish Stations

New Stations{l)

Maintenance Facilities

Residential Buildings Demolished

Commemiai Buildings Demolished

$33,784,000

35,200,000

578,549,000

703,530,000

219,170,000

72,912,000

260,400,000

494,760,000

2,684,000

244,000

6,520,000

6,520,000

27,000,000

3,750,000

$35,916,000

38,400,000

587,053,000

465,525,000

233,310,000

77,616,00tl

277,200,000

525,825,000

2,684,000

244,000

6,520,000

6,520,000

56,300,000

—

Total Infrastructure Costs $2,445,023,000 $2,313,113,000

Project Management Fee (4%) 97,800,000 92,524,000
Engineering Design Fee (6%) 146,700,000 138,786,000

Total Construction Costs $2,689,523,000 $2,544,423,000
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Exhibit 6.8
Estimated Construction Costs for 300 mph Technology (1989$)
Route #4 in the Southern Corridor and Route #7 in the Northern Corridor

Cost Item Costs for Route #4 Costs for Route #7

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Land - Rural

Lad - Urban

Grading (New Construction)

Guideway

Guideway on High Bridge

Guideway Equipment

High-Speed Turnouts

Low-Speed Turnouts

Fencing

New Stations~])

Power Supply System

Maintenance Facilities

Residential Buildings Demolished

Commercial Buildings Demolished

$31,652,000

76,800,000

290,000,000

2,681,250,000

62,500,000

604,128,000

9,288,000

6,114,000

8,400,000

8,150,000

572,880,000

2,450,000

~7,000,000

3,750,000

$33,784,000

80,000,000

290,000,000

2,881,250,000

12,500,000

643,104,000

9,288,000

6,114,000

8,400,000

8,150,000

609,840,000

2,450,000

35,600,000

12,450,000

Total Infrastructure Costs $4,384,362,000 $4,632,930,000

Project Management Fee (4%) 175,374,000 185,318,000
Engineering Design Fee (6%) 263,062,000 277,976,000

Total Construction Costs $4,822,798,000 $5,096,224,000

(1) I~~i~es Sk new stalions.
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To obtain a total capital cost estimate, rolling stock costs (derived by applying train set unit costs
to the fleet requirements calculated in the operating analysis) were added to the infrastructure
costs. The total capital costs for the routekchnology options are shown in Exhibit 6.9.

Exhibit 6.9
Total Capital Costs for the Route/Technology Options (1989$)

Technolon Omion Southern Corridor Northern Corridor

125 mph $0.94 billion .-

185 mph $3.02billion $2.87billion

300mph $5.45billion $5.72billion

Interestingly, for the 185 mph option, the longer Northern Corridor is less costly than the Southern
Corridor; this is largely due to the high cost of the Mississippi River crossings at La Crosse and
in St. Paul. Because the 300 mph technology option is effectively built on a “bridge” (guideway)
for its entire length, its costs are lower in the Southern Corridor than in the longer Northern
Corridor despite the costs of crossing the Mississippi River.

In overall terms, the total capital costs of the 185 mph technology option are approximately three
times those of the 125 mph option, while the 300 mph option is five times more expensive than
the 125 mph option.

A comparison of the capital costs for the Southern Corridor with
studies is shown in Exhibit 6.10. It can be seen that the estimated
similar.

Exhibit 6.10
Comparison of Capital Costs per Mile (Millions of 1989$)(1)

those of other high speed rail
capital costs per mile are very

125 mnh 185 mnh 300mnh

Tri-State 2.2 7.2 13.0

Ontario-Quebec(z~ 3.1 7.7 12.1

Texas(’) 5.2(4) 6.8 15.5

Rules of Thumb(3) 3.3 7.4 14.7

‘1) TOf~ilitate comparison with the Tri-State St@v, costs for the other studies were djuted to 1989 dollars.
(z) High Speed Rail in the Quebec/Ontd Corridor, Ontario/Quebec Rw~ Tra~ T~k Force, 1~.

‘~) Texas Triangle High Speed Rail Study, Texm Turnpike Authority, February 1989.
@) Capdal ~o~fi b~ed on fill-grade separation of Off track and ro~~s.
m Ru~~ of ~~for High SPeed Rail phnning by Dr. A. E. Metcatffor the Unwn Intematicmai du Chemin de Fer. l~5; revtied

and updated for !he Ontario/Quebec Rapid Train Twk Force, 1993.
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cHAmEIl 7

FINANCIALm ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The financial and economic analysis was performed to Provide insight into the potential viability

of the thr~ high speed raii technologies under a series of economic, transportation and financing

scenarios. Because a high s@ rail service could be implemented with public, private, or a
combination of public and private financing, two markedly contrasting financing methods were
used in this analysis. The methods were used to derive “favorable” and “worst” case estimates
for the financial and economic results.

The use of tax-exempt municipal bonds for major intitructure projects represents the most
favorable financing circumstances. While this type of financing is open to the private sector (as
well as the public sector), this financing method could well require the jurisdictional backing of
the three States involved. It was, therefore, designated the public financing method.
Alternatively, all or part of a high speed rail project could be financed by commercial bank loan(s)
at a commercial interest rate. While this type of financing is open to both the public and private
sectors, this analysis assumed an interest rate that might be required for private sector financing
of a major infrastructure project. This second approach has been designated the private financing
method. The “favorable” case public financing method and the “worst” case private financing
method were intended to represent the likely extremes for any high speed rail financing package.

Regardless of the nature of the source of financing, economic benefits will flow from a high speed
rail investment to both current users and non-users of the system. It should be not~ that the
economic benefits identified in this analysis are specific to high speed rail and do not take into
account the economic benefits that wouid be generated by alternative transportation investments.
Other alternative transportation investments (airports, highways, etc.) would also produce economic
benefits that could be larger or smaller than those identified in this analysis for a high speed rail
investment.

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

A financial analysis was carried out for the five high speed rail options evaluated for the Tri-State
High Speed Rail Study (125 mph, 185 mph and 300 mph in the Southern Corridor and 185 mph
and 300 mph in the Northern Corridor). The purpose of the financial analysis was to determine
the financial returns associated with each of the five options and provide a basis for the comparing
the options. The financial analysis included:

. Development of a financial model for the five options, incorporating revenues, capital
costs, and operating and maintenance costs (in 1989$) and assuming implementation in
the year 2000.

. Generation of cash flow projections for revenues, capital costs, and operating and
maintenance costs for the 25-year life of the project (from the year 2000 to 2024).
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● Analysis of net cash flows using two financing methods to ensure that the two extremes
of public and private financing were effectively represented by the financial analysis:

. 7Yzpercent interest-bearing, non-taxable (municipal) bonds as typically
associated with state highway investment to represent the “favorable” financing
method.

. Private bank at a 16 percent interest rate to represent the “worst case” financing
method.

. Evaluation, using an appropriate discount rate, of both the Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

and the Net Present Value (NPV) associated with each of the five options.

FINANCIAL MODEL

The Financial Model is based on an analysis of Discounted Cash Flow (DCF). The DCF is an
extended stream of cash flows and can be written as:

x c,
Pv= —

(l+r)’

where

Pv = Present value

c, = Cash flOW

r = Opportunity cost of capital

t = Time period

In calculating the Discounted Cash Flow, two specific financial rates, the discount rate and the
interest rate, have to be determined independently.

Discount Rate

The discount rate is the financial return forgone by investing in a project (such as high speed rail)
rather than in securities. A 5.0 percent real rate (excluding inflation) is normally used for
government transportation projects. For the Tri-State study, a nominal rate of 9.0 percent (based
on 5.0 percent real plus 4.0 percent inflation) was used as the discount rate for both the private
(loan) and public (municipal bond) financing methods. It should be noted that the 9.0 percent rate
also approximates the rate of return in the long-term securities market.

Interest Rates for Municipal Bonds

Since interest on municipal bonds is tax-exempt, their after-tax yield is the same as their pre-tax
yield. In determining the interest rate to be used for bonds, two “rules-of-thumb” were compared.
Firstly, there is the bond dealers’ rule-of-thumb which assumes that it pays investors to buy
municipal bonds at 66 percent of the pretax yield of taxable bonds (given a corporate tax rate of
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34 percent). This would be equivalent to a 6.5 percent annual interest rate for the issuer of the
municipal bonds. Secondly, the financial analysts’ rule-of-thumb is that the interest rate should
be three-quarters of the prime rate. Assuming the 10 percent prime rate that was in effect in
November 1990, the interest rate for the issuer of municipal bonds would be 7% percent.
Following this assessment, it was decided to adopt the more stringent (and more conservative)
interest rate of 7% percent for the Tri-State Study.

Interest Rates for Private Loans

For private bank loans, an interest rate of 11.0 percent (prime plus one percent) was deemed
possible, given that a project such as high sped rail would be undertaken by large corporations
with strong financial backing. However, taking into consideration the size of the project and to
ensure a conservative approach, a “severe” 16.0 percent interest rate (prime plus 6.0 percent) was
used for this analysis.

In reality, government support or backing for the project could greatly reduce the rate of interest,
as wouid the participation of a major construction company or rolling stock manufacturer making
a major equity or project loan contribution.

MEASURES OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

From the Discounted Cash Flow formula, the Net Present Value (NW) and the Internal Rate of
Return (IRR) can be calculated. The Net Present Value is defined as the value that measures the
combined worth of all the cash flows (positive and negative) associated with a project at a given
point in time. For the Tri-State Study, the NPV includes revenues, operating and maintenance
costs, and capital costs.

Net Present Value, stated in terms of cash flow, is:

NPV = co + pv

where

co = Initial cash outflow (capital)

Pv = Present value of cost and revenue streams that result from the
operation of the project (discounted to the f~st year of the project)

A positive NPV shows that an investment is worth more than it costs; a negative NPV shows that
an investment costs more than it generates in income.

The Internal Rate of Return is defined as the rate of interest which makes the Net Present Value
equal to zero. As such, the Internal Rate of Return achieved should be judged against the required
discount rate which, for the purposes of the Tn-State Study, was set at 9 percent. An RR value
over 9 percent means that the project would be financially viable, while an IRR below 9 percent
means that a project would not achieve the desired financial return.
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OTHER FINANCIAL ASSUMPTIONS

For the purposes of this analysis, tax issues have been ignored and simplifying procedures have

been adopted in calculating cash flows. Cash flows have simply been estimated as the difference
between estimated ridership revenues and estimated operating costs. Equally, no pro forma income
statement projections have been developed.

To carry out the financial analysis, it was necessary to identify financial requirements during the
construction period. For analysis purposes, it has been assumed that the 185 mph and 300 mph
options would take five years to construct, whereas the 125 mph option could be implemented in

three years. For both the 185 mph and 300 mph options, the bulk of the expenditure would be
focused in year three to year five, as the fust two years would be largely concerned with land
acquisition, design, and environmental issues. Because this work would be less complex for the
125 mph technology, a three-year construction program was considered sufficient. It has been
assumed for ail three options that rolling stock would be purchased the year before operations
begin, so that commissioning, testing and staff training could occur in a timely manner. The
assumptions made for the financial analysis regarding project implementation are shown in

Exhibit 7.1.

Exhibit 7.1

Financial Analysis Assumptions

125 muh

Southern
Timinc Data Corridor

Construction Duration 3 years

First Year of Construction 1997

First Year of Operation’zj 2000

Last Year of Operation 2024

Construction Phasing
(Percent per Year) 20/45135

Rolling Stock
(No. of Train Sets and 13
Size of Consist) 1-8-1

Capital Costs (Millions of 1989$)

Infrastructure 749.0
Rolling Stock 190.7
TotaI 939.7

185 m~h

Southern Northern
Corridor Corridor

5 years 5 years

1995 1995

2000 2000

2024 2024

5/10/25130/30 5110/2s/30/30

18 18
1-8-1 1-8-1

2689.5 2544.4
330.0 330.0

3019.5 2874.4

300 m~htlj

Southern Northern
Corridor Corridor

5 years 5 years

1995 1995

2000 2000

2024 2024

5/10/25/30/30 5/10/25/30/30

19 19
3x2 3x2

4822.8 5096.2
627.0 627.0

5449.8 5723.2

(1) Bec=We the 3W mph ~P~lon ~ an unproven technology, there COWUbe unforeseen problem Ihot WOdd eXtend the COnSnuction

period and reduce :he )nancial performance of this technology option.
0) 1~~~u~ be ~ted lh~ Ihe 125 mph technob~ option couki be implemented eariier than the year 2~. It has been arsatned

to begin operations in the year 2~ to emure a proper comparison between the three technology optionr.
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With respect to the likely changes in cash flows over the life of the project, a number of
assumptions have been made about revenues and costs. Rates of increase in both revenues and
operating and maintenance costs tend to be highly correlated with inflation rates and, for the
financial analysis, have been assumed to follow inflation trends. Although infrastructure costs tend
to be lower than inflation due to productivity gains and other improvements that reduce the impact
of inflation, for the Tri-State Study, they were assumed to escalate at the same rate as revenues
and operating and maintenance costs. In developing the cash flow analysis, it was assumed that:

●

●

●

Revenues would rise in line with inflation at 4.0 percent per year.

Operating and maintenance costs would rise in line with inflation at 4.0 percent per year.

Infrastructure costs would escalate at a rate of 4.0 percent, which is in line with the
performance of the construction industry in the last ten years and expectations for the next
ten years.

The financial analysis was based on the ridership and revenue forecasts developed for the base case
transportation strategy and central case economic scenario. The base case transportation strategy
assumed replacement of the existing Amtrak service and implementation of a new high speed rail
service, the implementation of planned highway and airport plans, but no competitive response by
the air or bus industry. The central case economic scenario assumed the continuation of existing
economic trends throughout the Tri-State Corridor in terrps of income, population and
employment, including the assumption that energy costs would remain stable.

Finally, it should be noted that the financial analysis did not include any savings to state
government(s) associated with current expenditures for operating rail passenger service in the Tri-
State Corridor.

RESULTS OF THE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

The financial analysis was undertaken using the central case economic scenario, a 25-year
Discounted Cash Flow analysis, and the two financing methods established for the study. The
125 mph on the upgraded Amtrak route ranked highest in terms of financial “attractiveness,” the
185 mph option second, and the 300 mph option lowest. Even with the “severe” 16 percent
interest rate used for the private financing method, the NPV for the 125 mph option was positive
at $91.0 million and the IRR was 9.3 percent. This was the only investment option where the
private financing method showed a positive NW and an IRR greater than the 9 percent discount
rate.

With the public (municipal bond) financing method of issuing non-taxable bonds at 7% percent
yield, the 125 mph and 185 mph technology options showai positive IR.R’s and NW’S because
of the lower cost of capital. The return on the 300 mph option remained unfavorable with a
negative NPV although; in the Southern Corridor, the return was becoming marginal.

The financial results of the central case economic scenario are summarized in Exhibit 7.2.
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Exhibit 7.2
Results of Financial Anaiysis (Discount Rate 9% Nominal)

Southern Corridor Northern Corridor
12S muh 185 muh 300 muh 185 mph X!M@

Public IRR 19.7 11.8 8.3 11.1 7.0
Financing NPV 2388.0 1714.9 -666.4 1215.8 -1963.7

Private IRR 9.3 1.8 -2.3 1.1 -4.0
Financing LNPV 91.0 -5815.9 -14294.3 -5972.6 -16282.3

<I)Npv is inmll~~ Of doitkrs and ~ is perCent return.

The financial analysis shows a very strong case for high speed rail investment in the Tri-State
Corridor. The low-cost 125 mph option ($1 billion) performed exceptionally well under both
financing methods, and the level of return achieved suggests that this type of high speed rail would
rank high on any priority list of transportation proposals. The higher capital costs of the 185 mph
($3. 1 biiiion) and the 300 mph ($5.6 billion) reduced the financial return on these two options but,
with the public financing method, the level of return would be acceptable for the 185 mph and
marginal for the 300 mph technology option. While these results are only preliminary, a case
could be made for each technology option, particularly if a public agency believed that the higher
speed technologies would fuifill other pubiic objectives more effectively than the 125 mph option.
Furthermore, the financial results were encouraging, given the conservative nature of the input
assumptions. If the specifics of the financing package were improved, the NPV’S and IRR’s might
well prove acceptable for all three technologies. Factors to be considered include the level of
equity participation, interest rates, financial grace periods, associated real estate development, and
potential government contributions (in terms of ioan guarantees, purchase of rights-of-way, etc.),
ail of which could greatly improve the overall financial results.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

To test the strength of the findings of the financial analysis, a series of sensitivity tests were
conducted for the Southern Corridor on the impact of economic change, increased energy prices,

increased traffic congestion, potential competitive responses by the air and bus industries, and a
variation in the Values of Time used to gauge travel choices (i.e., half VOT’S). Exhibit 7.3 shows
the results of the different sensitivity assessments for the three technology options. The sensitivity
tests were made using the public financing method (7% percent municipal bond) and, unless
otherwise stated, the central case economic scenario.
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Exhibit 7.3
Sensitivity Analysis for Southern Corrido#l)

Base Case

Lower Economic Growth

Higher Economic Growth

Increased Energy Costs
(+50 percent)

Increased Congestion
(+50 percent)

Increased Air Competition
(Fares -20 percent)

Increased BusCompetition
(Frequency +30 percent,
Fares -30 percent)

125mDh 185 mnh 300 muh
~~” ~~’ ~~

2388.0 19.7 1714.9 11.8 -666.4 8.3

1928.2 18.5 1004.2 10.7 -1561.2 7.4

3402.2 22.7 3191.6 13.6 1124.8 10.0

2623.1 20.6 2131.0 12.4 -122.6 8.9

4904.7 28.3 6552.4 17.8 5478.4 13.6

2076.9 18.5 1222.8 11.0 -1777.1 7.6

2146.5 18.8 — — — —

Half VOT’S 1681.0 17.5 1272.0 11.1 -762.9 8.2

The effect of increased or reduced economic growth was consistently small for all three
technologies, with the 185 mph and 300 mph options experiencing greater increases and decreases
in NPV with changes in economic circumstances. The percentage changes in the NPV’S were
+40 percent and -20 percent for the 125 mph option; +85 percent and -40 percent for the
185 mph option; and +270 percent and -130 percent for the 300 mph option. The RR results
were much less affected by changes in economic growth, changing only by a couple of percentage
points in each case. This analysis suggests that the 300 mph technology would be favored by
improved economic circumstances, and that improved economic conditions could in fact make the
project financially viable. The 125 mph and 185 mph options would be less affected by lower
economic growth in that they would remain viable options. Overall, changes in economic growth
would not seriously affect the viability of a high speed rail investment.

The impact of increased energy costs was to raise the NPV’S and IRR’s for all three options. The
NPV’S rose by 10 percent for the 125 mph, 24 percent for the 185 mph, and 80 percent for the
300 mph option, while the IRR’s rose by one or two points in each instance. This suggests that
the case for the 300 mph technology would be improved with higher energy costs, to the extent
that it would be almost viable with only a small negative NPV.

In evaluating the effect of congestion, it was found that increased air and highway congestion
dramatically enhanced the case for high speed rail investment. It increased the NPV’S by a factor
of 2.0 to $4.9 billion for the 125 mph option ~d by a factor of 3.5 to $6.6 billion for the 185 mph
option, and even made the 300 mph option, with a positive NPV of $5.5 billion, very attractive
when compared with the 125 mph option. h Ms sensitivity analysis, the 185 mph option has the
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highest NPV. The sensitivity tests show that financially high speed rail offers a very attractive
means for reducing congestion and maintaining regional mobility.

An assessment was made of the potential competitive response of the air and bus industries to the
introduction of high speed rail. For air, it was found that a 20 percent reduction in real air fares
would have little impact on the IRR’s and NW’s for the three technologies, reducing the RR’s
by approximately one percent. With respect to bus competition, it was found that substantial
increases in service (+30 percent) and cuts in fares (-30 percent) would have very little impact
on the 125 mph technology, which is the option that would be most vulnerable to bus competition.

The impact of a variation in travel behavior associated with using half VOT’S in the demand model

was a reduction in revenues, which was reflected in the NV’S for all three technology options and

the IRR for the 125 mph option. The NPV decreased by 30 percent for the 125 mph option,
25 percent for the 185 mph option, and 15 percent for the 300 mph option. The RR for the
125 mph option declined from 19.7 percent to 17.5 percent, with the IRR’s remaining fairly
constant for the other two options.

Overall, the sensitivity analysis suggested that the impact of changes in the economy, energy
prices, air and bus competition, and halving the Values of Time would have marginal effects on

the financial case for proceeding with an investment in high speed rail. The most significant factor
was the effect of congestion, which dramatically strengthens the already strong case for high speed
rail investment.

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS CONCLUSIONS

The financial analysis shows that there is a strong case for high speed rail in the Tri-State Corridor
with very strong financial results for all three technologies. The financial returns suggest that the
ordering of the technology options is 125 mph, 185 mph and 300 mph, and that the routes in the
Southern Corridor are preferred over the routes in the Northern Corridor. With respect to public
versus private financing, it is clear that the returns would be much higher with the public
(municipal bond) financing method and that both the 185 mph and 300 mph options would have
negative results if financed with the private (loan) financing method. As most high speed rail
projects proposed by the private sector (such as those in Florida and Texas) use much more

sophisticated and complex financing methods, it is likely that the financing package for the private

financing method would “internalize” some of the property and economic benefits @y raising fares

and accruing rents) and thereby achieve much higher IRR’s and NPV’s. ln strict financial terms,

there is little doubt that the Tri-State Corridor offers a significant opportunity for high speed rail

investment.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The economic analysis for the Tri-State Study was carried out using the RENTS(C)Model and
consisted of two evaluations:
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● An assessment of user benefits (or Consumer Surplus) which measured potential
improvements in travel times and costs to rail, air, bus and auto travelers in the Tri-State
Corridor.

● An assessment of community benefits which measured potential improvements in
economic welfare (income, employment, tax base, property values) that would accrue to
the inhabitants of the Tri-State Corridor.

USER BENEFITS

User benefits were measured using the Consumer Surplus concept. In this concept, the effect of
a transportation improvement (such as the implementation of a high speed rail system) is seen as
providing user benefits, in terms of time and cost savings to both existing users of that mode (rail)
as well as new users induced (persons who previously did not make a trip) or diverted (users who
previously used a different mode) by the new level of (rail) sexvice.

In the Consumer Surplus analysis, the improvement in semice was measured as an improvement
in generalized cost. For high speed rail, the improvement in generalized cost includes both time
and fare savings: improvements in time and frequency for existing rail users, better times and
lower fares for current air travelers, and improved time for bus and auto users. In some cases,
individuals may pay higher fares (for example, existing rail users), but the improvement in time
is such that it more than compensates for the increased fare given the Values of Time and Values
of Frequency that individuals in the Tri-State Corridor use to make travel decisions. It should be
noted that, for consistency purposes and because they represent the appropriate “behavioral”
values, the same Values of Time and Values of Frequency were used in the economic analysis as
in the demand forecasting process.

To calculate the size of the Gross Consumer Surpius, an evaluation was made that compared the
generalized cost of travel without the high speed rail option to the generalized cost of travel with
the high speed rail option. As shown in Exhibit 7.4, Area “Awrepresents the improvement in the
generalized cost of travel for existing users, and Area “B” represents the improvement in the
generalized cost of travel for induced or diverted users.
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Exhibit 7.4

Consumer Surplus Curve

The Gross Consumer Surplus can be measured by the following equation, which assumes that Area
“B” is a triangle and the arc of the demand curve is a straight line.

GCS = [((X1 - GC2)TJ+ [(G’C*- Gqxq - T*)(O.5)1

where

GCS =

Area “A” =

Area “B” =

Gross Consumer Surplus

(GCI - GCjT1

(GC, - GCJ(T, - T1)(0.5)

It should be noted that the Gross Consumer Surplus measured in this analysis considered only rail
travelers. User benefits would also accrue to air, bus and auto travelers who benefit from reduced
congestion and reduced delays at airports and terminals, and on the highways. To evaluate these
benefits would require a detailed appraisai of each mode, which is beyond the scope of the current
study. It shouid be noted, however, that the benefits to users of the other modes would probably
be relatively smail. Nonetheless, by the year 2010, the effects of reduced congestion on airport
capacity and suburban highway congestion (resulting from the implementation of a high speed rail
service) would be significant and could add 10 to 30 percent to the user benefit values. This
would be a particularly significant effect for the 185 mph and 300 mph options that divert
significant air traffic and. to a lesser extent, highway traffic.

If the Gross Consumer Surplus is measured in constant 1989 dollars for the project life (year 2000
to 2024), the Present Value of the economic benefits can be determined by discounting at an
appropriate value. For this analysis, the Present Values were determined by discounting at a reai
rate of 5.0 percent. which is equivalent to the 9.0 percent nominal rate used in the financial
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analysis. The results of the Present Values of the Gross Consumer Surplus are shown in
Exhibit 7.5.

Exhibit 7.5
Results of Economic Analvsis

Southern Corridor Northern Corridor
125 muh 185 mrh 300 muh 185 mnh 2!l@2!l

Gross Consumer SurpluaPV(’) 1737.4 3091.3 4071.8 2S32.3 3406.6

AdditionalRevenuePV(’) 3520.2 5387.2 6630.9 4987.0 6160.3

Total Capital and Gperating Cost PV(’) (2252.8) (4627.2) (7512.0) (4552.0) (7904.9)

Project Net Present Value 3004.8 3851.3 3190.7 2967.3 1662.0

Capital Constrained Consumer Su@.@) 3.09 1.20 0.55 0.97 0.27

‘1) Discount Rate 5% Real, Millions of 1989$.
fl) R@ of b.ene~ 10 totai capUd CO.H.

It can be seen that the highest level of Present Value of the Gross Consumer Surplus benefit was
achieved in the Southern Corridor. As shown in Exhibit 7.5, economic benefits in the Southern
Corridor were approximately 15 to 20 percent higher than in the Northern Corridor. For the three
technology options, the results of the user benefit analysis were the reverse of the fiancial
analysis, in that the 300 mph technology has the highest level of benefit and the 185 mph option
the second highest level. The Gross Consumer Surplus benefits for the 300 mph option are
30 percent greater than the 185 mph option, and 130 percent greater than the 125 mph option.
The 185 mph option provides Consumer Surplus benefits that are 80 percent greater than those of
the 125 mph option.

The evaluation of the Gross Consumer Surpius is useful in identifying the benefits to society if the
high speed rail project is privately funded at no cost to the public sector. Funds for the project
would be derived from outside the Tri-State Corridor, and the financial returns for the project are
receipted back to the source of the capital.

However, if the project is undertaken with public funds, then a Net Present Value estimate is
required including both the costs as well as the benefits to the Tri-State Corridor. A Net Present
Value is calculated including the capital and operating and maintenance costs and the Total
Consumer Surplus of the project, including all transfer payments. In line with the financial
anaiysis, savings to the state governments on expenditures associated with the cessation of Amtrak
operations were not included in the surplus benefits calculation.

The Total Consumer Surplus for the Tri-SWte project therefore includes the additional consumer
surplus “internalized” by the railroad compmy in terms of higher fares which is in effect a transfer
payment. In theory, the Total Consumer Surplus can be measured in the same way as the Gross
Consumer Surplus by comptig GCI, the “no action” genemed cost with GCS, the generalized
cost associated with implementing the high speed rail option but with existing Amtrak fares.
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The consumer surplus internalized by the railroad company however only equals Areas “C” and
“D” (as shown on Exhibit 7.4) since Area “E” is lost when the rail fare rises to GC2.

Unfortunately, the direct measurement of Total Consumer Surplus in this manner will tend to
overstate the level of benefit, as the Amtrak level of fare is not sufficient to cover the costs of any
of the three technology options. While marginal revenue (fare) would equal marginal cost under
“perfect competition” conditions, this is not the case for projects involving substantial
infrastructure investments. Rather, the marginal cost of increased rail capacity rises, particularly
for the higher speed options.

To overcome this problem, it was decided to adopt an approach in which the internalized consumer
surplus was measured by a direct comparison of the additional revenue generated by the high speed

rail system with the total capital and operating costs of providing the system. In this way, the
internalized consumer surplus that must go towards the increased costs of providing the system is
effectively considered. The additional revenue of the railroad is equal to Areas
,l~!, + ,,D“ + “F”. Area “F” is the part of the revenue paid by new rail users, which they would
have expended if fares had remained at the Amtrak level and not been raised by the railroad
company. The additional revenue is shown in Exhibit 7.5.

It can be seen that the highest additional revenue is achieved by the 300 mph option, followed by
the 185 mph and 125 mph options respectively.

The Project Net Present Value can then be calculated by adding the Gross Consumer Surplus to
the additional revenue and then subtracting the total costs for building and operating the system.
This requires that capital and operating costs be expressed in present values in 1989 dollars. The
results of this analysis are shown in Exhibit 7.5. It can be seen that the Net Present Values for
the Southern Corridor are substantially higher than for the Northern Corridor. With respect to the
technology options, the NPV is highest for the 185 mph option, or approximately 20 percent
higher than the NPV for the 300 mph option and 25 percent higher than the 125 mph option.

A third potential financing situation would be a public sector financed project but under severe
capital limitations. In this environment, the evaluation might well be made in terms of Net
Consumer Surplus earned per dollar invested. This suggests a different ordering of the results,
namely, 125 mph, 185 mph and 300 mph. It can be seen that the Northern Corridor provides less
net consumer surplus benefit per dollar invested than the Southern Corridor.

COMMUNITY BENEFITS

Non-travelers would also benefit from the implementation of high speed rail. These benefits can
be measured in terms of the potential increase in the number of permanent jobs, incomes and
property values. The analysis of community benefits was based on the potential increase in
economic activities (Economic Rent) that would occur in those areas that experience improved
accessibility to the major cities.

The concept of Economic Rent is derived from basic Ricardian economic theory as a means of
explaining the increased value of economic resources such as land in certain locations.
Accessibility is a key spatial variable that affects the likely uses of land and therefore its value.
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Changes in accessibility wili, in turn, change the Economic Rent that the land can command and,
therefore, its value and the character of the economic activities mat tie place on the land. AS
a result, for important economic welfare criteria (such as income, property values, employment
and the tax base), an evaluation can be made of the likely change in Economic Rent that wouid
be associated with an improvement in accessibility. Accessibility is measured in terms of

generalized cost. The Economic Rent concept is illustrated in Exhibit 7.6.

Exhibit 7.6
Economic Rent Curve

s
Income

Property values
Employment

Tax Base

V2

VI

*

GC2 Gcl Generalized Cost

For the Tri-State Study, an Economic Rent analysis was compieted using the obsexved relationship
between the economic indicators of the zones and their accessibility to the major cities. A three-
tier Economic Rent structure which reflected the hierarchy of cities in the corridor in terms of their
economic activity and population was built into the analysis. Chicago and Minneapolis-St. Paul
were defined as “f~st-tier” cities, Milwaukee as a “second-tier” city, artd Madison and Green Bay
as “third-tier” cities. Each major city is unique in the net benefits it would receive from the
different route and technology options. By analyzing a range of zone data collection for the
demand model, mathematical relationships were established between generalized cost (GC),
employment, income, and property values for ach corridor and major city. The general form of
the model is:

where

s% = Socioeconomic indicators (employment, income, property value) of
county i

GCi = Generalized cost of rail travel from county i to major city

J30and 131 = Parameters to be estimated
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This equation can be transformed as follows:

where

GC = Generalized cost

Emp = Employment

Inc = Household income

PropVal = Property value

o~, B,, fl~, 83 = Parameters to be estimated

For each city tier, an Economic Rent curve was defined and calibrated. The Economic Rent
equation implies a shift in “rents” to the area affected by the implementation of high speed rail,
as well as a rise in “Rents” in the “hinterland” of the major cities. The results of the Economic
Rent calibration are shown in Exhibit 7.7.

Exhibit 7.7
Economic Rent Coefficients(l)

Emrdovrnent Income ProDertv Value g

1stTier -0.057 -0.548 -0.178 0.78
(-2.75) (-2.17) (-2.80)

2ndTier -1.100 -0.160 0.71
(:i%) (-3.0!3) (-1.75)

3rd Tier -0.042 -0.808 -0.132 0.42
(-1.19) (-2.07) (-1.29)

‘]) “t” values are given in parentheses.

RESULTS OF THE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Three variables (employment, household income and property values) were found to be significant.
For each city tier analysis, the Economic Rent model was significant with correct signs on
coefficients and good “t“ and R2 values. This was particularly true for the fnst- and second-tier
cities. The coefficients of the model suggest reasonably consistent results, with employment and
property value coefficients of the same order of magnitude and decreasing in value from the first-
to the third-tier cities. The income coefficients range between 0.5 and 1.1, suggesting that the size
of the coefficient rises for smaller cities. Since elasticities will vary with the size of “hinterland”
identifkd for the city and since socioeconomic data were available only on a county basis, it is
possible that this level of aggregation distorted the “hinterland” identified for the third-tier cities
and the calibration for income.
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In terms of the “present vaiue” of the economic benefits that would be generated by any high speed
rail investment in either the Southern or the Northern Corridor, a calculation was made of the
person-years of employment, the percent increase in regional household income, and the percent
increase in total regional property values that would be generated over the life of the project for
the Tri-State Corridor as a whole. Exhibit 7.8 shows the results of this analysis for each route and
technology option.

It can be seen that the Southern Corridor produces a higher level of community benefit than the
Northern Corridor. The benefits derived for the Southern Corridor were approximately 20 percent
higher than those for the Northern Corridor. The results for the Northern Corridor are lower
because of the substantial loss of benefits by cities such as Madison in the Southern Corridor if
the high speed rail system were built in the Northern Corridor. These cities would face an
absolute loss of accessibility and Economic Rent if the 185 mph or 300 mph option was
implemented in the Northern Corxidor.

In terms of the technologies, it can be seen that the 300 mph option provides only marginally
higher community benefits than either the 185 mph or 125 mph option. The reason for this is the
relatively small reduction in “door-to-door” travel associated with the 300 mph option over the
other two technologies.

Exhibit 7.8
Total Comrnunitv Benefits (for 25-Year Pro.iect Life)

Southern Corridor Northern Corridor
125 mnh 185 muh 300 mnh 185 mph 300 mnh

Employment
Number of Person Yeara 16525 17850 18650 13975 15525

Household Income
Percent Increaae 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.0 1.0

Dollar Value(’) 3.4 3.2 3.5 2.9 3.0

Property Value
Percent Increase 1.9 2.2 2.4 1.7 ~.()

Dollar Value(’) 5.4 6.1 6.7 4.8 5.5

(0 Bi[[io~ of 1989 dollars.

In overall terms, the investment in high speed mil would create 14,000 to 19,000 person-years of
employment over the life of the project (excluding jobs associated with the construction and
operation of the high speed rail system), increase corridor household incomes by an average of
1.3 percent which is equivalent to an absolute incr=e of $2.5 to 3.5 billion, and increase property
values by 1.7 to 2.4 percent or $4.8 to $6.7 billion. In total, the implementation of a high speed
rail project could be expected to generate an additional $8 to $10 billion of economic benefits in
the Tri-State Corridor.
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CONCLUSIONS

The financial and economic analyses show that a strong case can be made for a high speed rail
system in the Tri-State Corridor. As demonstrated by the financial analysis, the critical issues are
the cost of money and the potential for revenue enhancement. The current evaluation suggests that
the 125 mph option would yield the highest financial return. However, a case could be made for
all the rout.dtechnology options if a competitively low interest cost and modest revenue
enhancements were part of the financial package.

With respect to the economic analysis, all three options generated significant economic benefits
in terms of Consumer Surplus and community benefits (employment, household income and
property vaiues). In all cases, the Southern Corridor provided greater benefits than the Northern
Corridor. With respect to Consumer Surplus, the Gross Consumer Surplus (which is relevant to
a privately fimded project) suggested an ordering of technologies as 300 mph, 185 mph and
125 mph, while the Net Consumer Surplus (which is relevant to a publicly funded project),
suggested an ordering of 185 mph, 300 mph and 125 mph. Overall, the highest level of
community benefits were derived for the 300 mph option, followed by the 185 mph option and
then the 125 mph option. However, the difference in the benefits generated by the three options
was marginal and not as substantial as might have been expected; for example, the 125 mph option
generated 85 percent of the 300 mph option’s level of community benefit.

While the financial and economic analysis completed to date is preliminary in nature and included
a number of assumptions, the economic and financial prospects for high speed rail in the Tri-State
Corridor appear very positive and are sufficiently strong to justify the undertaking of a more
detailed and comprehensive analysis.
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CHAPTER8

s UMMARY

FINDINGS

The Tri-State Study of High Speed Rail Service has shown that the Chicago-Milwaukee-Twin
Cities Corridor appears very promising in terms of ridership, revenues, and financial and economic
benefits that could be achieved. The market is a combination of the short-distance, almost intra-
urban Chicago-Milwaukee market and the longdistance Chicago/Milwaukee-Twin Cities market.
Together, the two markets offer a potential for high speed rail which is matched in passenger
volumes by the North East Corridor and the Los Angeles-San Diego Corridor.

The evaluation of the corridors and technologies studied suggest that:

● In environmental, economic and financial terms, the Southern Corridor is preferred to the
Northern Corridor.

● It should be noted that the Northern Corridor, despite being substantially longer, is
only marginally more costly and marginally less financially and economically attractive
than the Southern Corridor.

● It should also be noted that many of the benefits of the Northern Corridor could be
obtained for the northern communities by providing rail connections from Green Bay
to Milwaukee and from Eau Claire to Minneapolis-St. Paul if a route in the Southern
Corridor is implemented.

● In financial terms, the preferred ordering of the technology options is 125 mph, 185 mph
and 300 mph.

● In terms of the ability of the public or private sector to finance any option, the
availability of non-taxable bonds (for all or part of the required investment) is critical.

● It should be recognized that the revenue analysis for this study is a conservative one,
and revenues could be increased significantly by property value capture, optimized
fares, express parcel and container operations, and other related revenue-enriching
activities that are frequently associated with high speed rail.

● Under the current revenue assumptions, only the 125 mph technology option could be
financed by a bank loan with a 16 percent interest rate. It should be noted that a
16 percent interest rate is highly conservative, and most high speed rail implementation
proposals achieve a lower cost of money.

● Under the current revenue assumptions, if a private sector group takes responsibility
for the project, it will need to obti lower-cost capital and revenue enrichments to
ensure financial success with either the 185 mph or 300 mph option.
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● The preferred ordering of the technology options in terms of economic benefits derived
depends on the sources and availability of capital.

. For a public sector project, the net economic benefit derived from the consumer
surplus analysis must be compared with the capital and operating and maintenance
costs incurred, and that gives a preferred ordering of 185 mph, 300 mph and 125 mph.

● For a private sector project with capital from outside the Tri-State region, the prefemed
ordering of the technologies is 300 mph, 185 mph and 125 mph, as the gross economic
benefit is directly correlated with the speed of the train.

. The preferred ordering of the technologies in terms of economic return per dollar
invested, which would apply where a public sector investor was constrained in terms
of capital availability, is the 125 mph option followed by the 185 mph option and then
the 300 mph option.

● In terms of community benefits, a high speed rail project might be expected to provide
between $8 and $10 billion of support to the communities along the right-of-way, and the
level of return is very similar for each technology.

. From an environmental perspective, the use of existing rights-of-way (as with the
125 mph option) is clearly prefemd over the development of new rights-of-way as would
be needed for the 185 mph and 300 mph options.

● In many ways, the 185 option is subject to more difficult environmental constraints
than the 300 mph option. The latter operates on a grade-separated guideway and
therefore can easily avoid many problems related to community “severance” and
disruption.

. Visual intrusion will be a concern with both the 185 mph and 300 mph options in
environmentally sensitive areas. Carefil planning and alignment selection will be
critical in any feasibility planning study.

CONCLUSIONS

The major conclusions of the Tri-State Study are:

● The Southern Corridor is preferred to the Northern Corridor.

● The 125 mph option offers the best financial return, the least environmental costs, and
the highest economic benefits per dollar invested, which would be relevant to a public
sector capital-constrained investment program. While the net economic benefits are not
quite as high with this option as with the 185 mph and 300 mph options, the level of
benefit is substantial. The economic benefits achieved by the 125 mph option are
80 percent of those achieved by the 185 mph and 94 percent of those achieved by the
300 mph technology.
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● The 185 mph technology has a good financial return and the highest net economic
benefits, but suffers from the highest environmental costs because of the “severance”
problems associated with its new right-of-way.

● The 300 mph technology provides good economic benefits, but has only a marginal
financial performance due to its substantial capital costs. It has substantial but lower
environmental costs than the 185 mph technology as its new right-of-way causes less
“severance” problems. What is most surprising is that the 300 mph option performs as
well as it does given its huge capital costs. However, the key issue with this technology
is that, today, maglev is still at the prototype stage which would raise further the risks
associated with its implementation, both to the investment community and to any proposed
operator.

RECOMMENDAmONS

The Tri-State Study has been undertaken using existing travel data, existing operating and capital
unit costs, and a generic approach to technology, operating concepts, infrastructure, financing and
environmental concerns. A more detailed and comprehensive feasibility study of the Southern
Corridor is now required to identify a preferred approach to high speed rail in the Tri-State
Corridor. The Consultant Team recommends that the following be included in this feasibility
study:

● Collection of a specific and comprehensive origin-destination data set. This will
overcome a number of the data interface problems associated with existing data sources.

. The development of a base year weighted demand model for evaluating any proposed
incremental alternatives. It should be noted that in this study the 125 mph option has
been treated as a “new” technology rather than an upgraded Amtrak option.

. Development of a new ridership forecasting model, which would include an assessment
* of the impact of the base year and forecast year weights, as well as the effects of different

model structures only some of which were assessed in this study.

● A full-scale technology appraisal which would include the newly introduced Swedish
Railroad “tilt” technology option that was not evaluated in this study, and a realistic
assessment of the availability and likely commercialization time scales of the 300 mph
maglev technology.

. It seems probable that the “tilt” technology could produce financial returns equal to
that of the 125 mph technology option, with nearly the same economic benefits as the
185 mph option and with only marginally more environmental problems than the
125 mph option. This would suggest that a “tilt” technology option might well become
a preferred alternative of any future feasibility study.

● The 300 mph maglev technology evaluated for this study is only at the prototype stage.
While German and Japanese research continues, it is clear that this technology is still
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evolutionary in character and cannot be regarded in the same way as conventional
steel-wheel-on-steel-rail technologies. The difference between an operational and a
prototype system is not just the risk associated with potentiaI increases in capital and
operating and maintenance costs, but also the risk associated with the system ever
becoming operational. These concerns need to be resokd before maglev can be
considered a practical alternative to a steel-wheel-on-steel-rail investment.

If the results of this analysis are positive, the next steps would include:

. A detailed engineering and environmental analysis that would evaluate routes, crossings,
infrastructure needs, and environmental concerns and issues in greater detail.

● A comprehensive financial and economic analysis including a full financial assessment.
The financial assessment should be based on a comprehensive analysis of the likely form
of the financing package.

● An implementation plan and program for proceeding beyond the feasibility study work.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

BACKGROUND

The purpose of the Tri-State Study of High Speed Rail Service was to evaluate the potential for
high speed rail along two corridors: a Southern Corridor (Chicago-Milwaukee-Madison-La Crosse-
Winona-Rochester-Minneapolis-St. Paul) and a Northern Corridor (Chicago-Milwaukee-Appleton-
Green Bay-Wausau-Eau Claire-Minneapolis-St. Paul).

In the Southern Corridor, the evaluation included a 125 mph “Amtrak upgrade” High Speed
option, a 185 mph “TGV/ICE” Very High Speed option, and a 300 mph Super Speed “maglev”
option. In the Northern Corridor, which currently has no rail service, only the 185 mph and
300 mph technologies were assessed.

The study process included the development of an appropriate origin-destination data base using
existing State highway, FAA airport, Amtrak rail, and intercity bus timetable data; forecasting
ridership and revenue for the life of the project (that is, from the year 2000, the first year of high
speed train operation, to the year 2024); estimating capital costs and operating and maintenance
costs on a unit cost basis; a preliminary evaluation of major socioeconomic, environmental and
energy impacts; and an assessment of key implementation issues such as potential private financing
opportunities and rail freight interference problems.

STUDY ROUTESANDCOSTS

The evaluation of the High Speed technology option was based on the continued use of the existing
Amtrak route in the Southern Corridor; there was no High Speed option evaluated for the Northern
Corridor. Following a detailed analysis of a wide range of alternative routes, a route in the
Southern Corridor and a route in the Northern Corridor were selected as the basis for evaluating
the Very High Speed (185 mph) and Super Speed (300 mph) technologies. The selection of these
routes was based on minimizing travel time, minimizing gradients, curves and other physical
impediments, maximizing regional accessibility, and minimizing environmental impacts.

The capital costs for each routekchnology option were assessal using a unit cost data bank
generated by the Consultant Team from previous high speed rail feasibility studies and local
information on rail infrastructure costs. Using milepost-by-milepost data generated by the track
inspection carried out for the study, the physical requirements of each route were assessed,
converted to physical construction qumtities (miles of track, cubic tons of earthwork, etc.) and
then costed using the unit cost data bank. The infrastructure costs were combined with the rolling
stock costs to derive capital costs.
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Total Capital Costs for the Route/Technology Options (1989$)

Technology OrXion Southern Corridor Northern Corridor

125 mph $0.94 billion —

185 mph $3.02 billion $2.87 billion
300 mph $5.45 billion $5.72 billion

OPERATING -TABLES AND COSTS

For each routehechnology option, operating times for trains were calculated using the
LOCOMOTION(C)Train Performance Calculator. LOCOMOTION(C)uses train performance data
(acceleration, deceleration and horizontal curve speed capabilities of each technology, physical
track condition data on a milepost-by-milepost basis, curve radii, station locations, and track speed
limitations) to estimate overall train running times.

TrainRunning Trees for the Route/Technology Options

Technolozv Oution Southern Corridor Northern Corridor

125 mph 4 hours 20 miIIUteS —

185 mph 3 hours 15 miml@ 3 hours 20 miIIUteS
300 mph 2 hours 15 minutes 2 hours 20 Illim.lti

Rail operating and maintenance costs were estimated from an understanding of the train timetables,
the life cycle and maintenance costs of rolling stock, and the proposed levels of service. The
operating costs were estimated using the Consultant Team’s data bank of operating unit costs that
is based on data obtained from operational railroads in England, France and Japan, previous high
speed rail studies in the United States and Canada, and an analysis of recent trends in labor and
maintenance costs. The operating costs included track, signaling, rolling stock and other
equipment maintenance costs, train control, station and administrative staff costs, together with the
energy costs for operating the trains.

Annual Operating Costs for the Route/Technology Options (1989$)

Technolou tition Southern Corridor Northern Corridor

125 mph $90.9 million —-

185 mph $101.3 million $106.9 million
300 mph $123.3 million $130.5 million

RIDERSHIPAND REVENUE

The ridership estimates for each rout.dtechnology option were developed using the COMPASS(C)
demand forecasting system, which provided a specific behavioral analysis of travel characteristics
in the Chicago-Milwaukee-Minneapolis-St. Paul Corridor. The COMPASS(C)models for total,
induced and diverted demand were calibrated using the behavioral values of time, the origin-
destination data base that was assembled from existing data sources, and network information for
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each mode (rail, auto, bus and air). The models were calibrated for each mode of travel and found
to provide a very good statistical fit and overall performance.

The ridership forecasts were based on the central case economic scenario which assumed that
current trends will continue, and a “no action” transportation strategy which included planned
improvements to highways, airports and bus services but no improvements for rail. The revenue
estimates were not “optimized,” but were based on a reasonable level of fare given the quaiity of
se~ice associated with each technology option and assumed no competitive response from the air
and bus modes.

Forecasts of Rail Ridership (Millions of Trips) and
Revenue (’Millions of $1989) for the Years 2000 and 2024

Southern Corridor Northern Corridor
~ ~ ~ ~

125 mph Ridership 8.1 .-

Revenue $22;:; $341.1 --

185 mph Ridership 10.6 7.1 10.1
Revenue $33::; $510.9 $311.0 $477.1

300mph Ridership 8.5 12.2 11.7
Revenue $409.3 $624.2 $37::: $584.4

FINANCIAL~TURNS

The financial returns for each route/technology option were established for two situations: public
(municipal bond) financing and private (loan) financing, which were intended to represent the
likely extremes for any high speed rail financing package. The evaluation pr~ss for public

financing assumed 71/’ percent interest-bearing non-taxable bonds, while for private (loan)
financing it assumed a severe 16 percent cost of capital. For both assessments, a discount rate of
9 percent (5 percent real, 4 percent inflation), 4 percent inflation in revenues, operating costs, and
capital costs, and a twenty-five-year operation period were assumed.

The results for each route/technology option were assessed using Net Present Value and Internal
Rate of Return measures.

Results of Fhancial Analysis (Discount Rate 9% Nominal)(l)

Southern Corridor Northern Corridor
Financing 125 m~h 185 mph 300moh 185 moh 300 m~h

Public RR 19.7 11.8 8.3 11.1 7.0
NPV 2388.0 1714.9 -666.4 1215.8 -1963.7

Private IRR 9.3 1.8 -2.3 1.1 -4.0
NPV 91.0 -5815.9 -14294.3 -5972.6 -16282.3

(1) NpV ~ in ml~~ of dollars and ~ u perCent retu~.
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The level of return achieved is very high and suggests that there is a strong case in financial terms
for the development of a high speed rail system in the Southern Corridor rather than the Northern
Corridor. The highest financial return is obtained by the 125 mph option, the lowest by the
300 mph option which is marginal even with public (municipal bond) financing.

The economic impacts of high speed rail were measured using the RENTS(C)model. Two sets of
benefits were measured: benefits to current and IiWre intercity travelers, referred to as consumer
surplus, and benefits to communities along the route.

Results of Economic Analysis (Discount Rate 5% Real)(l)

Southern Corridor Northern Corridor
125 nmh 185 nmh 300 nmh 185 mnh 300 m~h

Gross Consumer Surplus PV 1737.4 3091.3 4071.8 2532.3 3406.6

Net Consumer Surplus NPV 3004.8 3851.3 3190.7 2967.3 1662.0

‘1) Consumer sutplus is in milliom of 1989$.

The consumer surplus analysis, which measures the improvement in travel times and costs for rail,
air, auto and bus travelers, shows that the greatest benefit is achieved in the Southern Corridor.
The Southern Corridor has economic benefits that are consistently higher than the Northern
Corridor by approximately 20 percent. In terms of the technology options, the gross consumer
surplus (which is appropriate for a private sector project and is directly correlated with train sped)
gives a prefemd order of 300 mph, 185 mph and 125 mph. For the net consumer surplus (which
is appropriate for a public sector project for which the capital costs have to be considered), the
prefemd order changes to 185 mph, 300 mph and 125 mph.

With respect to community benefits, a high speed rail project would provide $8 to $10 billion of
benefits to the corridor. While the level of benefits provided by each technology is substantial,
the 300 mph technology benefits are marginally higher than those for the 185 mph and 125 mph
options.

SIZNSITIVrrYANALYSH

To test the strength of the findings of the financial analysis, a series of sensitivity tests were
conducted for the Southern Corridor on the impact of economic change, energy prices, traffic
congestion, and the potential competitive response of the air and bus industries. The sensitivity
tests for the 125 mph, 185 mph and 300 mph technology options were made using the 7% percent
(municipal) bonding finance option and, unless otherwise stated, the central case economic
scenario.
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Sensitivity Analysis for Southern Corridodl)

Base Case

Lower Economic Growth

Higher Economic Growth

Increased Energy Costs
(+50 percent)

Increased Congestion
(+50 percent)

Increased Air Competition
(Fares -20 percent)

Increased Bus Competition
(Frequency +30 percent,
Fares -30 percent)

Half VOT’S

125 moh
~~

“2388.0 19.7

1928.2 18.5

3402.2 22.7

2623.1 20.6

4904.7 28.3

2076.9 18.5

2146.5 18.8

1681.0 17.5

185 mph
~~

1714.9 11.8

1004.2 10.7

3191.6 13.6

2131.0 12.4

6552.4 17.8

1222.8 11.0

— —

1272.0 11.1

300 mDh
~~

-666.4

-1561.2

1124.8

-122.6

5478.4

-1777.1

—

-762.9

8.3

7.4

10.0

8.9

13.6

7.6

—

8.2

(1) f@~ K inmitim of dollars and ~ is percent return.

Overall, the sensitivity analysis suggests that the impact of changes in the economy, energy prices,
congestion, and air and bus competition would have little effect on the financial case for
proceeding with an investment in high speed rail. The most significant factor was the effect of
congestion, which dramatically strengthens the akidy strong case for high speed rail investment.

CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS

This Tri-State Study of High Speed Rail Service has shown that the Chicago-Milwaukee-Twin
Cities Corridor appears very promising in te~s of ridership, revenues, and financial and economic
benefits that high speed rail could generate. The market is a combination of the short-distance,
almost intra-urban Chicago-Milwaukee market md the long-distance Chicago/Milwaukee-Twin
Cities market. Together, the two markets offer a significant potential for high speed rail.

The evaluation of the corridors and technologies studied suggest that:

. In environmental, economic and financial terms, the Southern Corridor is prefemd to the
Northern Corridor.

. In purely financial terms,
185 mph and 300 mph.

the preferred ordering of the technology options is 125 mph,
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● The preferred ordering of the technology options in economic terms depends on the source
and availability of capital and is as follows:

. For a private investment, 300 mph, 185 mph, 125 mph.
● For a public investment, 185 mph, 300 mph, 125 mph.
. For a public capital-constrained investment, 125 mph, 185 mph and 300 mph.

. From an environmental perspective, the use of existing rights-of-way (as in the 125 mph
Amtrak upgrade) is clearly preferred over the development of new rights-of-way (as
needed for the 185 mph and 300 mph technology options).

The Tri-State Study has been undertaken using existing travel data, existing operating and capital
unit costs, and a generic approach to technology, operating concepts, infrastructure, financing and
environmental concerns. A more detailed and comprehensive feasibility study of the Southern
Corridor is now required to identify a preferred approach to high speed rail. The Consultant Team
recommends that the following be included in this feasibility study:

● Collection of a specific and comprehensive origin-destination data set.

. A full-scale technology appraisal which would include an evaluation of the newly
introduced Swedish Railroad “tilt” technology option that was not included in this study
and a review of the time scales and practicality of implementing a maglev system. (It
seems possible that the “tilt” t=hnology could produce better financial returns than the
125 mph option, with nearly the same economic benefits as the 185 mph technology
option and with only marginally more environmental problems than the 125 mph
option.)

. A detailed engineering and environmental analysis that would evaluate routes,
crossings, infrastructure needs, and environmental concerns and issues in greater
depth.

● A comprehensive financial and economic analysis including a full financing assessment.

. An implementation plan and program for proceeding beyond the feasibility study work.
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